2019 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot
®

Outstanding Comedy Series
A.P. Bio
Abby's
After Life
American Housewife
American Vandal
Arrested Development
Atypical
Ballers
Barry
Better Things
The Big Bang Theory
The Bisexual
Black Monday
black-ish
Bless This Mess
Boomerang
Broad City
Brockmire
Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Camping
Casual
Catastrophe
Champaign ILL
Cobra Kai
The Conners
The Cool Kids
Corporate
Crashing
Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
Dead To Me
Detroiters
Easy
Fam
Fleabag
Forever
Fresh Off The Boat
Friends From College
Future Man
Get Shorty
GLOW
The Goldbergs
The Good Place

Grace And Frankie
grown-ish
The Guest Book
Happy!
High Maintenance
Huge In France
I’m Sorry
Insatiable
Insecure
It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia
Jane The Virgin
Kidding
The Kids Are Alright
The Kominsky Method
Last Man Standing
The Last O.G.
Life In Pieces
Loudermilk
Lunatics
Man With A Plan
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Modern Family
Mom

Mr Inbetween
Murphy Brown
The Neighborhood
No Activity
Now Apocalypse
On My Block
One Day At A Time
The Other Two
PEN15
Queen America
Ramy
The Ranch
Rel
Russian Doll
Sally4Ever
Santa Clarita Diet
Schitt's Creek
Schooled
Shameless
She's Gotta Have It
Shrill
Sideswiped
Single Parents

SMILF
Speechless
Splitting Up Together
Stan Against Evil
Superstore
Tacoma FD
The Tick
Trial & Error
Turn Up Charlie
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
Veep
Vida
Wayne
Weird City
What We Do in the Shadows
Will & Grace
You Me Her
You're the Worst
Young Sheldon
Younger

End of Category

Outstanding Drama Series
The Affair
All American
American Gods
American Horror Story: Apocalypse
American Soul
Arrow
Berlin Station
Better Call Saul
Billions
Black Lightning
Black Summer
The Blacklist
Blindspot
Blue Bloods
Bodyguard
The Bold Type
Bosch
Bull
Chambers
Charmed
The Chi
Chicago Fire

Chicago Med
Chicago P.D.
Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina
Claws
The Code
Condor
Counterpart
Criminal Minds
DC's Legends Of Tomorrow
Deadly Class
The Deuce
Doctor Who
Doom Patrol
The Durrells in Corfu (MASTERPIECE)
Dynasty
Elementary
Empire
The Enemy Within
FBI
Fear The Walking Dead
The First
The Fix
Flack

The Flash
For The People
Game Of Thrones
Gentleman Jack
The Gifted
Girlfriends’ Guide to Divorce
God Friended Me
Goliath
The Good Cop
The Good Doctor
The Good Fight
Good Girls
Good Trouble
Gotham
Greenleaf
Grey's Anatomy
Hanna
Hawaii Five-0
Homecoming
House Of Cards
Housekeepers
How To Get Away With Murder
Impulse

In the Dark
Informer
The Innocents
Into The Badlands
Killing Eve
Knightfall
L.A.'s Finest
Law & Order: SVU
Legacies
Lethal Weapon
Lodge 49
Lucifer
MacGyver
Madam Secretary
The Magicians
Magnum P.I.
The Man In The High Castle
Manifest
Marvel's Cloak & Dagger
Marvel's Daredevil
Marvel's Iron Fist
Marvel's Luke Cage
Marvel's Runaways

Marvel's The Punisher
Mayans M.C.
A Million Little Things
Mr. Mercedes
My Brilliant Friend
Narcos: Mexico
NCIS
NCIS: Los Angeles
NCIS: New Orleans
New Amsterdam
Nightflyers
9-1-1
The OA Part II
The 100
Orange Is The New Black
The Orville
Outlander
Ozark
The Passage
Patriot
Poldark (MASTERPIECE)
Pose
Power

Preacher
Pretty Little Liars: The Perfectionists
Project Blue Book
Proven Innocent
The Purge
Queen Of The South
Queen Sugar
Queens Of Mystery
Ray Donovan
The Resident
Riverdale
The Rookie
Room 104
Roswell, New Mexico
S.W.A.T.
SEAL Team
Sex Education
Shades of Blue
Shadowhunters
The Sinner
Siren
Sneaky Pete
Snowfall

The Society
The Son
Sorry For Your Loss
Star
Star Trek: Discovery
Station 19
Strange Angel
Succession
Suits
Supergirl
Supernatural
This Is Us
Titans
Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
12 Monkeys
The Twilight Zone
The Umbrella Academy
UnREAL
Victoria (MASTERPIECE)
Vikings
The Village
The Walking Dead
Wanderlust

Warrior
Whiskey Cavalier
White Dragon
Yellowstone
You

End of Category

Outstanding Limited Series
The Act
March 20, 2019 - May 01, 2019
The Act is a seasonal anthology series that tells startling, stranger-than-fiction true crime stories. The
first season follows Gypsy Blanchard, a girl trying to escape the toxic relationship she has with her
overprotective mother. Her quest for independence opens a Pandora’s box of secrets, one that
ultimately leads to murder.
Starring: Joey King, Patricia Arquette, Chloë Sevigny, AnnaSophia Robb, Calum Worthy
Agatha Christie's ABC Murders
February 01, 2019 - February 01, 2019
Hercule Poirot receives letters threatening murder. The sender signs themselves only as “A.B.C.” When
he takes the letters to the police looking for help, Hercule finds all his old friends have moved on. But
soon there is a murder and the once-great detective must take matters into his own hands.
Starring: Sarah Phelps, Alex Gabassi, John Malkovich, Rupert Grint, Shirley Henderson, Farah Fitzgerald
Agatha Christie's Ordeal By Innocence
August 10, 2018 - August 10, 2018
When wealthy philanthropist, Rachel Argyll, is murdered at her family estate, her adopted son Jack is
arrested. He vehemently protests his innocence and, eighteen months later, the identity of the
murderer is thrown in doubt. Now it's up to the rest of the family to decipher a killer among them.
Starring: Morven Christie, Anthony Boyle, Christian Cooke, Bill Nighy, Matthew Goode
Black Earth Rising
January 25, 2019 - January 25, 2019
Adopted by a human rights attorney after the Rwandan genocide, legal investigator Kate Ashby
confronts her past when she takes on war crimes cases.
Starring: Michaela Coel, John Goodman, Abena Ayivor, Lucian Msamati, Emmanuel Imani, Harriet Walter,
Noma Dumezweni, Tamara Tunie
The Bobby Brown Story
September 04, 2018 - September 05, 2018
Bobby Brown becomes one of the most successful entertainers in the world by the age of 20. His
marriage to Whitney Houston shocks the world but their shared struggle with addiction derails both of
their careers and nearly kills Bobby. After their failed marriage, Bobby's attempts to rebuild his life.
Starring: Woody McClain, Gabrielle Dennis, Tyler Marcel Williams, Mehki Phifer, T.K. Carter, Tank, Sandi
Mccree, Donshea Hopkins, Lil Rel Howery, Laz Alonso, Lance Gross, Algee Smith and Luke James
Castle Rock
July 25, 2018 - September 12, 2018
A psychological-horror series set in the Stephen King multiverse, Castle Rock is an original story that
combines the mythological scale and intimate character storytelling of King’s best-loved works, weaving
an epic saga of darkness and light, played out on a few square miles of Maine woodland.
Starring: André Holland Sissy Spacek, Melanie Lynskey, Jane Levy, Bill Skarsgård, Scott Glenn

Catch-22
May 17, 2019 - May 17, 2019
Yossarian, an Air Force bombardier in World War II, is furious because thousands of people he's never
met are trying to kill him. But his real problem is not the enemy, but his own army, which keeps
increasing the number of missions the men must fly to complete their service.
Starring: Christopher Abbot, George Clooney, Kyle Chandler
Chernobyl
May 06, 2019 - May 31, 2019
Chernobyl dramatizes the true story of one of the worst man-made catastrophes in history: the 1986
explosion at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in the USSR. The series tells of the heroes who suffered
and sacrificed to save Europe from unimaginable devastation.
Starring: Jared Harris, Stellan Skarsgård, Emily Watson, Jessie Buckley.
Dirty John
November 25, 2018 - January 13, 2019
Based on the true crime podcast from the Los Angeles Times, Dirty John tells the cautionary tale of how
a whirlwind romance between Debra Newell (Connie Britton) and the charismatic con-man John Meehan
(Eric Bana) spiraled into a frightening web of deception and denial that nearly tore a family apart.
Starring: Connie Britton, Eric Bana
The Dream Door (Channel Zero)
October 26, 2018 - October 31, 2018
Based on the “creepypasta” short story “Hidden Door” by Charlotte Bywater, Channel Zero: The Dream
Door follows newlyweds Jillian and Tom, who have each brought secrets into their marriage. When they
discover a strange door in their basement, those secrets start to threaten their relationship -- and their
lives.
Starring: Maria Sten, Brandon Scott, Steven Robertson, Barbara Crampton, Troy James, Steven Weber
Escape At Dannemora
November 18, 2018 - December 30, 2018
This limited series is based on the stranger-than-fiction account of a prison break in upstate New York in
the summer of 2015 that spawned a massive manhunt for two convicted murderers. The prisoners were
aided in their escape by a female prison employee with whom they both became sexually entangled.
Starring: Benicio del Toro, Patricia Arquette, Paul Dano, Eric Lange
Fosse/Verdon
April 09, 2019 - May 28, 2019
Influential choreographer Bob Fosse and acclaimed Broadway dancer Gwen Verdon begin a decades-long
personal and professional partnership that changes the face of American entertainment, but they pay a
price in their pursuit of greatness.
Starring: Sam Rockwell, Michelle Williams

Good Omens
May 31, 2019 - May 31, 2019
Aziraphale and Crowley, of Heaven and Hell respectively, have grown rather fond of the Earth. So it’s
terrible news that it’s about to end. The Four Horsemen are ready to ride. Everything is going according
to the Divine Plan…except that someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist.
Starring: Michael Sheen, David Tennant, Jon Hamm, Michael McKean, Jack Whitehall, Adria Arjona,
Miranda Richardson, Frances McDormand
The Haunting Of Hill House
October 12, 2018 - October 12, 2018
Flashing between past and present, a fractured family confronts haunting memories of their old home
and the terrifying events that drove them from it.
Starring: Carla Gugino, Henry Thomas, Timothy Hutton, Elizabeth Reaser, Oliver Jackson-Cohen, Michiel
Huisman, Kate Siegel, Victoria Pedretti, Catherine Parker, Robert Longstreet
The Hot Zone
May 27, 2019 - May 29, 2019
Based on the eponymous best-seller, The Hot Zone, starring Julianna Margulies, is inspired by a true
story about the origins of Ebola, a highly infectious virus from the central African rainforest and its
arrival on US soil in 1989.
Starring: Julianna Marguiles, Noah Emmerich, Topher Grace, Liam Cunningham
I Am The Night
January 28, 2019 - March 04, 2019
Inspired by true events, I Am The Night follows Fauna Hodel (India Eisley), a teenage girl investigating
her past with ruined reporter (Chris Pine), forever haunted by the case that undid him. Together they
follow a sinister trail that leads to a doctor involved in Hollywood’s legendary Black Dahlia murder.
Starring: Chris Pine, India Eisley, Jefferson Mays, Golden Brooks
Les Misérables (MASTERPIECE)
April 14, 2019 - May 19, 2019
Victor Hugo’s masterpiece comes to television in a star-studded adaptation by screenwriter Andrew
Davies. An extraordinary cast of characters struggle to survive in war-torn France in this epic story of
love, injustice, redemption and hope, starring Dominic West as Jean Valjean, David Oyelowo as Javert
and Lily Collins as Fantine.
Starring: Dominic West, David Oyelowo, Lily Collins, Olivia Colman, Derek Jacobi, Adeel Akhtar, Josh
O'Connor, Ellie Bamber, Johnny Flynn, Henry Lloyd-Hughes, David Bradley, Erin Kellyman.
The Little Drummer Girl
November 19, 2018 - November 21, 2018
The Little Drummer Girl weaves a story of espionage and international intrigue; of love and betrayal.
Actress Charlie meets an intriguing stranger while vacationing in Greece, but it becomes apparent his
intentions are far from romantic. An Israeli intelligence officer, he entangles her in a complex, high
stakes spy plot.
Starring: Alexander Skarsgård, Michael Shannon, Florence Pugh

London Kills
February 25, 2019 - February 25, 2019
London's best detectives take on its worst crimes in this sleek mystery. DI David Bradford (Hugo Speer,
Father Brown) heads an elite murder squad, but the one case he can't crack is the one closest to him the disappearance of his wife.
Starring: Hugo Speer, Sharon Small, Bailey Patrick, Tori-Allen Martin
Maniac
September 21, 2018 - September 21, 2018
Set in a world somewhat like our world, in a time quite similar to our time, Maniac tells the stories of
Annie Landsberg (Emma Stone) and Owen Milgrim (Jonah Hill), two strangers drawn to the late stages
of a mysterious pharmaceutical trial, each for their own reasons.
Starring: Emma Stone, Jonah Hill, Julia Garner, Sally Field, Justin Theroux, Sonoya Mizuno, Gabriel
Byrne, Billy Magnussen, Trudie Styler
The Miniaturist (MASTERPIECE)
September 09, 2018 - September 23, 2018
1686 Amsterdam: Anya Taylor-Joy (The Witch) and Romola Garai star in the adaptation of the bestselling novel. A young woman is married off to a wealthy merchant. His wedding gift is a replica of their
home, which she must furnish. But when its miniature contents arrive, they reveal dark secrets.
Starring: Anya Taylor-Joy, Romola Garai, Alex Hassell, Hayley Squires, Paapa Essiedu, Emily Berrington,
Geoffrey Streatfeild, Aislin McGuckin
Miracle Workers
February 12, 2019 - March 26, 2019
Set in the offices of Heaven Inc., when God (Steve Buscemi) plans to destroy Earth, two low-level angels
(Daniel Radcliffe and Geraldine Viswanathan) must convince their boss to save humanity. They bet him
they can pull off their most impossible miracle yet: help two humans fall in love.
Starring: Daniel Radcliffe, Geraldine Viswanathan, Steve Buscemi, Karan Soni
Mrs Wilson (MASTERPIECE)
March 31, 2019 - April 07, 2019
Ruth Wilson (The Affair, Luther) stars as her grandmother Alison in this miniseries based on the true
story of Alison’s marriage to MI-6 operative and spy novelist Alexander Wilson. Fact and fiction merge in
Alec’s life, he deceives wives, children, and colleagues. Also starring Iain Glen, Keeley Hawes, Fiona
Shaw.
Starring: Ruth Wilson, Iain Glen, Anupam Kher, Fiona Shaw, Keeley Hawes, Otto Farrant, Calam Lynch,
Patrick Kennedy, Ian McElhinney

The Red Line
April 28, 2019 - May 19, 2019
The Red Line is an eight-episode original limited series that follows three very different Chicago families
as they journey toward hope and healing after a tragedy causes them all to consider how race and racial
biases affect their lives.
Starring: Noah Wyle, Emayatzy Corinealdi, Aliyah Royale, Noel Fisher, Howard Charles, Elizabeth
Laidlaw, Vinny Chhibber, Michael Patrick Thornton
Sacred Lies
July 27, 2018 - September 14, 2018
Based on the classic Grimm Brothers tale The Handless Maiden and Stephanie Oakes' novel The Sacred
Lies of Minnow Bly, Sacred Lies is about a handless teen who escapes from a cult and finds herself in
juvenile detention, suspected of knowing who killed her cult leader.
Starring: Elena Kampouris, Toby Huss, Kevin Carroll, Kiana Madeira, Ryan Robbins
Sharp Objects
July 08, 2018 - August 26, 2018
Camille (Amy Adams), a journalist with psychiatric issues, returns home to cover the alleged murders of
two preteen girls. Putting together psychological puzzles from her past, Camille clashes with
overbearing mother, Adora (Patricia Clarkson), falls back into self-destructive habits, and identifies with
the young murder victims a bit too closely.
Starring: Amy Adams, Patricia Clarkson, Eliza Scanlen and Chris Messina
The Spanish Princess
May 05, 2019 - May 31, 2019
The Spanish Princess is the vivid and captivating reclaiming of Catherine of Aragon’s story, which has
historically been overshadowed by her infamous marriage to King Henry VIII.
Starring: Charlotte Hope, Ruairi O'Connor
Tell Me A Story
October 31, 2018 - January 02, 2019
Tell Me A Story takes beloved fairy tales and reimagines them as a dark, twisted psychological thriller.
Set in modern-day New York City, this serialized drama interweaves “The Three Little Pigs,” “Little Red
Riding Hood” and “Hansel and Gretel” into an epic tale of love, loss, greed, revenge and murder.
Starring: James Wolk, Billy Magnussen, Dania Ramirez, Danielle Campbell, Dorian Missick, Michael
Raymond-James, Davi Santos, Sam Jaeger, Zabryna Guevara, Paul Wesley, Kim Cattrall
True Detective
January 13, 2019 - February 24, 2019
Wayne Hays, a retired detective who has been tormented for 35 years by a case involving the 1980
disappearance of a 12-year-old boy and his 10-year-old sister in the town of West Finger, Arkansas,
ruminates on details of his investigation with the producer of a true-crime documentary.
Starring: Mahershala Ali, Stephen Dorff, Carmen Ejogo

Valley Of The Boom
January 13, 2019 - January 27, 2019
Silicon Valley circa-1990s was a technology breeding ground that attracted visionaries and charlatans
alike, spawning some of the world's most influential people and recognizable brands.Valley of the Boom
follows the turbulent ride of three companies whose founders were trying to change the world using the
emergent technology of the internet.
Starring: Bradley Whitford, Steve Zahn, Lamorne Morris, John Karna, Dakota Shapiro, Oliver Cooper,
John Murphy
Vanity Fair
December 21, 2018 - December 21, 2018
In a world where everyone is striving for what is not worth having, no one is more determined to climb
to the heights of English Society than Miss Rebecca Sharp.
Starring: Olivia Cooke, Tom Bateman, Martin Clunes, Anthony Head, Claudia Jessie, Monica Dolan
A Very English Scandal
June 29, 2018 - June 29, 2018
A true story. Jeremy Thorpe, the leader of the British Liberal party, has a secret he's desperate to hide.
His ex-lover Norman Scott is putting Thorpe's brilliant political career at risk, so Thorpe schemes and
deceives until he realizes there's only one way to silence Scott for good.
Starring: Hugh Grant, Alex Jennings, Ben Whishaw, Monica Dolan, Patricia Hodge
What / If
May 24, 2019 - May 24, 2019
Desperate to secure funding for her med tech startup, an idealistic scientist and her husband strike an
outrageous deal with a mysterious investor.
Starring: Renee Zellweger, Jane Levy, Blake Jenner, Samantha Ware, Juan Castano, Louis Herthum
When They See Us
May 31, 2019 - May 31, 2019
Based on a true story, When They See Us chronicles the notorious case of five teenagers of color,
labeled the Central Park Five, who were convicted of a rape they did not commit.
Starring: Jharrel Jerome, Niecy Nash, Michael K. Williams, John Leguizamo, Vera Farmiga, Caleel Harris,
Ethan Herisse, Marquis Rodriguez, Asante Blackk, Joshua Jackson
The Widow
March 01, 2019 - March 01, 2019
A woman's search to uncover the mystery of the disappearance of her husband leads her to the Congo,
where she's forced to seek the truth about what happened to the man she loved.
Starring: Kate Beckinsale, Charles Dance, Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

End of Category

Outstanding Television Movie
Agatha Raisin And The Curious Curate
January 28, 2019
Agatha Raisin and the Curious Curate: The arrival of a handsome new curate causes a stir in the village,
but when murder strikes, one of Agatha's friends becomes the prime suspect. As she works to clear her
friend's name, Agatha's love life gets in the way of her investigation.
Starring: Ashley Jensen, Jamie Glover, Mathew Horne, Matt McCooey, Lucy Liemann, Jason Merrells
Amor Vincit Omnia (Sense8)
June 08, 2018
Passions run high as the Sensates and their closest allies fight to save the cluster and stop their
enemies for good.
Starring: Max Riemelt, Jamie Clayton, Brian J. Smith, Toby Onwumere, Freema Agyeman, Doona Bae,
Tina Desai, Tuppence Middleton, Miguel Angel Silvestre, Naveen Andrews
The Bad Seed
September 09, 2018
Executive producer, director and star Rob Lowe reimagines the iconic 1956 psychological horror film,
The Bad Seed. Lowe stars as a single father who is forced to question the innocence of his daughter
Emma when a terrible tragedy takes place.
Starring: Rob Lowe, McKenna Grace, Patty McCormack
Bandersnatch (Black Mirror)
December 28, 2018
In 1984, a young programmer begins to question reality as he adapts a dark fantasy novel into a video
game. A mind-bending tale with multiple endings.
Starring: Fionn Whitehead, Will Poulter, Asim Chaudhry, Craig Parkinson, Alice Lowe
Brexit
January 19, 2019
Benedict Cumberbatch stars as the director of the ‘Vote Leave’ campaign for the Brexit referendum. A
referendum which caused a political earthquake, laying waste to the normally stable British
establishment, and laid the groundwork for tactics that proved vital to the year’s other political
earthquake: the election of Donald Trump.
Starring: Benedict Cumberbatch, Rory Kinnear
Deadwood
May 31, 2019
In the “Deadwood” film, the indelible characters of the series are reunited after ten years to celebrate
South Dakota’s statehood. Former rivalries are reignited, alliances are tested and old wounds are
reopened, as all are left to navigate the inevitable changes that modernity and time have wrought.
Starring: Ian McShane, Timothy Olyphant, Molly Parker, Paula Malcomson, Robin Weigert, Kim Dickens,
Anna Gunn, Gerald McRaney, John Hawkes

End Of The Line (The Romanoffs)
November 16, 2018
On a trip abroad to pursue their legacy, a couple faces destruction.
Starring: Jay R. Ferguson, Kathryn Hahn, Clea DuVall, Annet Mahendru
Escaping The Madhouse: The Nellie Bly Story
January 19, 2019
On a mission to expose the deplorable conditions and mistreatment of patients at the Women’s Lunatic
Asylum, investigative reporter Nellie Bly feigns mental illness in order to be institutionalized to report
from the inside.
Starring: Christina Ricci, Judith Light, Josh Bowman
House Of Special Purpose (The Romanoffs)
October 19, 2018
A movie star and a director go head to head in a battle over what is real.
Starring: Isabelle Huppert, Christina Hendricks, Jack Huston
I Am Somebody's Child: The Regina Louise Story
April 20, 2019
The journey of a young African American girl who navigates the broken foster care system and the
woman, Jeanne, who believes in her. After Jeanne’s unsuccessful attempt to adopt Regina due to a
racially motivated ruling, their bond is forced apart, but 25 years later, they are reunited.
Starring: Ginnifer Goodwin, Angela Fairley, Monique Coleman, Kim Hawthorne, Sherri Saum
Icebox
December 07, 2018
Fleeing gang violence, twelve-year-old Óscar leaves Honduras in search of his uncle in the United States.
Óscar is apprehended by Border Patrol and placed in a processing center for migrant children. Trapped
inside the “icebox” and a rigid immigration system, Óscar struggles for a chance at childhood.
Starring: Anthony Gonzalez, Omar Leyva and Genesis Rodriguez
Kim Possible
February 15, 2019
In this live-action adaptation of the hit animated series, Kim Possible learns that her famous crimefighting history won’t help her navigate the perils of high school. When her arch-enemies Shego and
Drakken strike, Kim must overcome her insecurities and team up with her friends and family to save the
day.
Starring: Sadie Stanley, Sean Giambrone, Ciara Riley Wilson, Taylor Ortega, Connie Ray, Issac Ryan
Brown, Erika Tham, Maxwell Simkins

King Lear
September 28, 2018
80-year-old King Lear divides his kingdom among his daughters, Goneril, Regan and Cordelia, according
to their affection for him. When his youngest daughter, Cordelia, refuses to flatter him, hurt and angry
Lear banishes her. With that fateful decision, family and state collapse into chaos and warfare.
Starring: Anthony Hopkins, Jim Broadbent, Tobias Menzies, Jim Carter, John MacMillan, Andrew Scott,
Emily Watson, Florence Pugh, Emma Thompson
Love You To Death
January 26, 2019
Love You to Death is the shocking tale of a mother and daughter whose tumultuous relationship ends in
murder. Camile seems the perfect mother to the sickly, wheelchair-bound Esme until Camile is found
stabbed to death in her home, and Esme has vanished.
Starring: Marcia Gay Harden, Emily Skeggs, Tate Donovan
My Dinner With Hervé
October 20, 2018
Inspired by real events, My Dinner with Hervé explores an unlikely friendship that evolves over one wild
night in L.A. between struggling journalist Danny Tate (Jamie Dornan) and actor Hervé Villachaize
(Peter Dinklage), the Fantasy Island star who took his own life only days after his interview.
Starring: Peter Dinklage, Jamie Dornan, David Strathairn
Native Son
April 06, 2019
Bigger Thomas, a young African-American living in Chicago who is hired as a chauffeur for affluentbusinessman Will Dalton enters a seductive new world of money and power — including a precarious
relationship with Dalton’s daughter, Mary— facing unforeseen choices and perilous circumstances that
alter the course of his life forever.
Starring: Starring Ashton Sanders, Bill Camp, Margaret Qualley, Nick Robinson, KiKi Layne, and Sanaa
Lathan.
New Year, New You (Into the Dark)
December 28, 2018
In the era of “self-care” mania, a group of friends gather for a girls’ night reunion on New Year’s Eve. But
as they rehash old memories and revisit an old party game of “Never, Have I Ever,” gripes and secrets
they’ve been harboring manifest in nefarious and surprising ways.
Starring: Suki Waterhouse, Carly Chaikin, Kirby Howell-Baptiste, Melissa Bergland
No One Would Tell
September 16, 2018
An update of the 1996 movie, No One Would Tell explores physical and emotional abuse in teen
relationships. Laura Collins, single mom to daughter Sarah, is thrilled when Sarah begins dating popular
Rob Tennison. But later it becomes clear that Rob has a darker, threatening side…
Starring: Shannen Doherty, Mira Sorvino, Matreya Scarrwener, Callan Potter

O.G.
February 23, 2019
Filmed in a maximum-security prison, Louis is a retired leader of a prison gang, now in the final weeks
of a 24-year sentence. His impending release is upended when he takes new arrival Beecher under his
wing, and Louis finds his freedom hanging in the balance.
Starring: Jeffrey Wright, Theothus Carter, William Fichtner
Victoria Gotti: My Father's Daughter
February 09, 2019
Narrated by Victoria Gotti, the movie takes us deep into what it was like to grow up as the daughter of
mob boss John Gotti, revealing the glamour, glitz and unique hardships of Victoria’s world.
Starring: Chelsea Frei, Maurice Benard
The Violet Hour (The Romanoffs)
October 12, 2018
Set in Paris, an ancestral home holds the key to a family's future.
Starring: Aaron Eckhart, Marthe Keller, Inés Melab

End of Category

Outstanding Variety Talk Series
Busy Tonight
CONAN
The Daily Show With Trevor Noah
Desus & Mero
The Fix
Full Frontal With Samantha Bee
The Jim Jefferies Show
Jimmy Kimmel Live!
Last Call With Carson Daly
Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
The Late Late Show With James Corden
Late Night With Seth Meyers
The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
Norm Macdonald Has A Show
Patriot Act With Hasan Minhaj
Raq Rants
Real Time With Bill Maher
Redacted Tonight
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Watch What Happens Live With Andy Cohen

End of Category

Outstanding Variety Sketch Series
At Home With Amy Sedaris
The Break With Michelle Wolf
Comedians Of The World
Comedy Central Stand-Up Presents
The Degenerates
Documentary Now!
Drunk History
Historical Roasts
I Love You, America With Sarah Silverman
I Think You Should Leave With Tim Robinson
The Joel McHale Show with Joel McHale
Kevin Hart Presents: The Next Level
The New Negroes With Baron Vaughn And Open Mike Eagle
Random Acts Of Flyness
Saturday Night Live
This Is Not Happening
This Week At The Comedy Cellar
Tosh.0
Tracey Ullman's Show
Who is America?

End of Category

Outstanding Variety Special (Live)
54th Academy Of Country Music Awards
April 07, 2019
The 54th Academy of Country Music Awards was hosted by Reba McEntire. The show’s performances
included George Strait, Carrie Underwood, Jason Aldean, Keith Urban, Miranda Lambert, Kelly Clarkson
and Dan and Shay.
The ALMAs 2018
November 04, 2018
Join Wilmer Valderrama for The ALMAs 2018 honoring impactful Latinx artists; Eva Longoria, the cast of
Jane The Virgin with Gina Rodriguez, activist Samantha Fuentes, performers Ally Brooke, Amara La
Negra and more.
2018 American Music Awards
October 09, 2018
The 2018 American Music Awards honored and showcased the year’s biggest names in music.
Performances included Jennifer Lopez, Panic at the Disco, Post Malone, Shawn Mendes and Mariah
Carey. A special tribute to Aretha Franklin included Gladys Knight, Ledisi, Mary Mary, Donnie McClurkin
and CeCe Winans. Hosted: Tracee Ellis Ross.
BET Awards
June 24, 2018
The iconic 18th annual event is hosted by Jamie Foxx with performances and/or appearances by Nicki
Minaj, Migos, Janelle Monáe, Miguel, Yolanda Adams, Snoop Dogg, Ledisi, T.I., Kevin Hart, LL Cool J,
Chloe x Halle, Tyler Perry, Regina Hall, Amandla Stenberg, John Legend, Tyra Banks, Anderson.Paak and
Michael B. Jordan.
Bill Maher: Live From Oklahoma
July 07, 2018
Over the course of this hour-long special, Maher takes on some of his favorite subjects, including legal
weed, free speech, immigration and DACA, Republican and Democratic hypocrisies, and the daily stream
of controversy surrounding the current Administration.
2019 Billboard Music Awards
May 01, 2019
Billboard Music Awards showcase this year’s hottest and biggest music stars. Finalists are based on
Billboard Magazine’s statistical charts, this award show showcased the biggest names in music, from an
epic Taylor Swift opening to a throwback finale featuring Paula Abdul. Mariah Carey received the
prestigious Icon Award.
Christmas In Rockefeller Center
November 28, 2018
The 86th annual Christmas in Rockefeller Center kicks off the holidays with the lighting of the iconic tree
in the heart of New York City.

The 52nd Annual CMA Awards
November 14, 2018
Country Music's Biggest Night, hosted by Brad Paisley and Carrie Underwood and recognizing
outstanding achievement in Country Music.
24th Annual Critics' Choice Awards
January 13, 2019
Hosted by acclaimed actor Taye Diggs (“All American”), the 24th Annual Critics’ Choice Awards feature
the best in film, television and streaming from the past year. Actress Claire Foy will be honored with
this year’s #SeeHer Award and producer Chuck Lorre will receive the Critics’ Choice Creative
Achievement Award
Dick Clark's New Years Rockin' Eve 2019 With Ryan Seacrest
December 31, 2018
The iconic New Year’s celebration was held live from Times Square. Highlights included the midnight
countdown by Ryan Seacrest with Jenny McCarthy, live performances by Dan and Shay, Bastille, New
Kids On The Block and Christina Aguilera and coverage of the Times Square crowd ringing in the New
Year.
E! People's Choice Awards
November 11, 2018
The E! People’s Choice Awards are celebrating all forms of entertainment, chosen solely by the fans -For the People, By The People.
Evel Live
July 08, 2018
American professional motorsports icon Travis Pastrana honors legendary daredevil Evel Knievel by
attempting three of his most dangerous feats in Las Vegas, Nevada, all while riding a modern-day
recreation. He aims to make history as the first person to successfully jump the Caesars Palace fountain
on a v-twin motorcycle.
Fox’s New Year’s Eve With Steve Harvey: Live From Times Square
December 31, 2018
Host Steve Harvey and co-host Maria Menounos ring in 2019 live from Time Square with celebrity
appearances from Ken Jeong and Kenan Thompson, and musical performances from Sting, Robin Thicke,
Florence + The Machine, and Jason Aldean.
The 76th Annual Golden Globe Awards
January 06, 2019
The 76th Annual Golden Globe Awards, hosted by Sandra Oh and Andy Samberg, honored the best in
television and motion pictures. Honorees: Jeff Bridges, the Cecil B. DeMille Award recipient for career
achievement and Carol Burnett, who received inaugural Golden Globe Award for highest level of
achievement in television.

The 61st Grammy Awards
February 17, 2019
With host Alicia Keys invigorating the Grammys with a new spirit, this year's show, with performances
by an amazing group of young artists sprinkled with touching tributes to legends Dolly Parton, Diana
Ross and Aretha Franklin.
2019 iHeartRadio Music Awards
March 14, 2019
The iHeartRadio Music Awards is a yearly event celebrating the most-played artists and songs on
iHeartRadio stations and the iHeartRadio app throughout the year, while also offering a preview of the
upcoming hits of 2019. The show features performances from today’s superstars, once-in-a-lifetime
collaborations, celebrity guest appearances and award presentations.
Kids' Choice Awards 2019
March 23, 2019
The Kids’ Choice Awards is the only awards show that gives kids the power to vote for their favorites in
movies, television, music, and more. Hosted by John Cena, this 90-minute live show celebrates and
honors the opinions of kids everywhere with all the stars and slime they love.
Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: Norman Lear’s ‘All In The Family’ And ‘The Jeffersons'
May 22, 2019
The special will take viewers down memory lane, recreating an original episode from All in the Family
and The Jeffersons. This live, 90-minute prime-time event hosted by Jimmy Kimmel and television icon
Norman Lear will pay tribute to classic television sitcoms.
Macy's 4th Of July Fireworks Spectacular
July 04, 2018
This annual broadcast celebrates Independence Day in style with the Macy’s 4th of July Fireworks
Spectacular. The broadcast features some of the biggest names in music as the nation counts down to
the 41st annual firework display over the East River.
Miss Universe
December 16, 2018
Hosted by Steve Harvey LIVE from Thailand, this competition special follows incredible women from
around the world as they compete to receive the title of Miss Universe.
2018 MTV Video Music Awards
August 20, 2018
The “MTV Video Music Awards” annually delivers the definitive celebration of the year’s best music
videos. With unparalleled performances and watershed moments, the telecast provides an open forum
for artistry and expression that leaves an indelible mark on culture.

2018 NBA Awards
June 25, 2018
The NBA Awards is the official award show of the National Basketball Association. The 2018 NBA Awards
were hosted by Anthony Anderson and featured the league’s top awards, special moments with players
& celebrities, and a musical performance by Travis Scott.
NBC's New Year's Eve
December 31, 2018
NBC has it all on New Year’s Eve as Carson Daly and Chrissy Teigen host “NBC’s New Year’s Eve” live
from Times Square in New York with Leslie Jones.
New York Philharmonic New Year’s Eve With Renée Fleming (Live From Lincoln Center)
December 31, 2018
́ e
The New York Philharmonic, led by new music director Jaap van Zweden, welcomes opera great Rene
Fleming for a festive evening of music and romance, ranging from Viennese waltzes to voluptuous
melodies from theater and film. Tony Award winner Kelli O’Hara hosts this New Year’s Eve tradition.
The Oscars
February 24, 2019
The Oscars are the most-watched entertainment broadcast, televised live in more than 225 countries
and territories worldwide. Featuring 24 awards from sound editing to best picture, the show celebrates
film and honors actors and filmmakers.
RENT
January 27, 2019
A re-imagining of Puccini’s La Bohème, and set in New York City’s gritty East Village, RENT tells the
unforgettable story of seven artists struggling to follow their dreams during a time of great social and
political turmoil.
The 25th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards
January 27, 2019
The 25th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards ® presented by SAG-AFTRA, celebrates its Silver
Anniversary. The only televised awards show to exclusively honor performers, it presents thirteen
awards for acting in film and television in a fast moving two-hour show hosted by Megan Mullally.
Stand Up To Cancer
September 07, 2018
Stand Up To Cancer’s star-studded LIVE event aired on more than 70 broadcast and cable networks, and
streaming and social platforms. Celebrities and cancer survivors shared powerful stories to engage
viewers with a moving call-to-action to raise awareness and funds for cancer research that saves lives
now.

Super Bowl LIII Halftime Show Starring Maroon 5
February 03, 2019
Super Bowl LIII Halftime Show features Maroon 5 performing some of their greatest hits. They were
joined by Travis Scott and Big Boi. Production included a drone show, pyro and flame effects and a cast
of over 1,000 people.
Telethon For America
November 05, 2018
Non-Partisan comedy event that re-invented the telethon. Instead of money we took pledges from
viewers to vote in the midterm elections and form voting squads to bring out their friends. Goal was to
help create historic turnout, which was achieved. 95 celebrities, a million viewers, record turnout among
youth.
72nd Annual Tony Awards (2018)
June 09, 2018
Sara Bareilles and Josh Groban Hosted the 72nd Annual Tony Awards. The program featured 14
performances and 15 Awards were given on air. Performances included Bruce Springsteen (who won a
Special Tony Award) as well as the Choir from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School.
WrestleMania 35
April 07, 2019
Ronda Rousey, Charlotte Flair and Becky Lynch battle for both the Raw and SmackDown Women's
Championships in WrestleMania’s first-ever women's main event.

End of Category

Outstanding Variety Special (Pre-Recorded)
Adam Sandler: 100% Fresh
October 23, 2018
From "Heroes" to "Ice Cream Ladies" -- Adam Sandler's comedy special hits you with new songs and
jokes in an unexpected, groundbreaking way.
AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To George Clooney
June 21, 2018
An American film tradition continues as George Clooney receives the 46th AFI Life Achievement Award.
Art, politics and family are celebrated by special guests including Bill Murray, Amal Clooney, Julia
Roberts, Cate Blanchett, Courtney Cox & Jennifer Aniston, Don Cheadle and Miley Cyrus' bluegrass
performance of Man of Constant Sorrow.
Amanda Seales: I Be Knowin'
January 26, 2019
Comedian/actor Amanda Seales, stars in her first stand-up comedy special, taped in front of a live
audience at the Edison Ballroom in New York City.
Amy Schumer Growing
March 19, 2019
Amy Schumer spills on her new marriage, personal growth, making a baby and her mom's misguided
advice in a special that's both raunchy and sincere.
Amy Schumer Presents: Sam Morril: Positive Influence
September 14, 2018
Sam Morril points out why babies seem racist, argues that porn is more body positive than women’s
magazines and recalls an awful customer service experience with an airline.
Annaleigh Ashford in Concert (Live From Lincoln Center)
May 17, 2019
Tony Award winner Annaleigh Ashford, who thrilled audiences in Broadway’s Kinky Boots and television’s
Masters of Sex, puts her voice, dance moves, and comedic verve to work in an evening of mischievous
fun. Hollywood favorite Jake Gyllenhaal stops by for a special musical appearance.
Anthony Jeselnik: Fire In The Maternity Ward
April 30, 2019
Forging his own comedic boundaries, Anthony Jeselnik revels in getting away with saying things others
can't in this stand-up special shot in New York.
Aretha! A Grammy Celebration For The Queen Of Soul
March 10, 2019
Infused with heartfelt performances by a predominantly female group of artists, the tribute to Aretha
Franklin was a loving celebration of the Queen of Soul that was inspiring musically true to the spirit of
its honoree. Jennifer Hudson, Alicia Keys, Kelly Clarkson and hosted by a visibly moved Tyler Perry.

Bert Kreischer: Secret Time
August 24, 2018
Shirtless comic Bert Kreischer relays personal secrets and stories about being a cool -- if not always
responsible -- dad in this stand-up special.
Bill Burr Presents Paul Virzi: I'll Say This
November 03, 2018
Whether the topic is Donald Trump or juggling bears, immigrants or therapists, Paul Virzi not only has
something to say, but a punch line to back it up.
Black Girls Rock!
September 09, 2018
This year’s celebrants are Mary J. Blige, Judith Jamison, Naomi Campbell, Lena Waithe and Tarana
Burke. The show also honored Aretha Franklin in a star-studded tribute. Performances and/or
appearances by Yolanda Adams, Tamia, H.E.R., Ava DuVernay, Ciara, Misty Copeland, Storm Reid,
Fantasia, Stephanie Mills, Jasmine Sullivan, Ledisi and Cynthia Erivo.
bublé!
March 20, 2019
Multi-Grammy Award-winning artist Michael Bublé returns with “bublé!.” The primetime special – his
most personal to date – takes the audience on a musical journey through his extraordinary career and
features six songs from his new album, “love.”
Bumping Mics With Jeff Ross & Dave Attell (Friday)
November 27, 2018
Jeff and Dave hit up the Comedy Cellar to rag on each other's appearances, roast the recently deceased
and rant about the effects of eating hummus.
Carpool Karaoke: When Corden Met McCartney Live From Liverpool
August 20, 2018
Sir Paul McCartney takes James Corden on a tour of Liverpool, where they visit McCartney’s childhood
home, mingle with folks along Penny Lane, and cap the day off with an intimate performance at a pub.
Includes never before seen footage and accounts from fans who interacted with them that day.
Celtic Woman: Ancient Land
November 24, 2018
Filmed against the backdrop of the historic Johnstown Castle in County Wexford, Ireland, this stunning
outdoor show features brand new music and timeless favorites from Celtic Woman, continuing the
centuries-old Irish tradition of telling stories through song: stories of the land, stories of love and
stories of dancing.
Chris Distefano: Size 38 Waist
January 18, 2019
As a lifelong New Yorker, Chris Distefano offers a firsthand look into how the city of his rough-andtumble childhood has completely changed.

Christmas Under The Stars Featuring Train
December 16, 2018
Join BYUtv as we celebrate this joyful season with our annual Christmas Under the Stars concert.
Experience the magic as Grammy award–winning Train performs hit songs and holiday classics like
you’ve never heard them before!
The Cleveland Orchestra Centennial Celebration (Great Performances)
January 11, 2019
The Cleveland Orchestra celebrates its centennial season with a gala concert conducted by music
director Franz Welser-Möst featuring works touching on more than a century of Viennese musical
traditions. Lang Lang joins the orchestra in a special performance of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s Piano
Concerto No. 24.
Colin Quinn: Red State Blue State
May 27, 2019
The satirical sage from Brooklyn returns with Colin Quinn: Red State Blue State, a new comedy special,
where he lays bare the absurdities, hypocrisies and calamities on both sides of the political divide. This
is no witch hunt: Colin is here to own the libs, the conservs and in between.
Comedy Central Roast Of Bruce Willis
July 29, 2018
Roast Master Joseph Gordon-Levitt and a dais including Edward Norton, Nikki Glaser, Lil Rel Howery, Jeff
Ross and more spend a night taking action legend Bruce Willis down a peg.
Conan Without Borders: Japan
November 28, 2018
Conan visits Japan, where he masters Japanese etiquette, discovers the joys of renting a Japanese
family, explores “kawaii” fashion, replies in person to a fan’s wedding invitation, shares a kaiseki dinner
with his nemesis Jordan Schlansky, and visits Conan Town to collect three trillion yen for “stealing” his
name.
Cynthia Erivo In Concert (Live From Lincoln Center)
May 10, 2019
With her soaring vocals and ability to channel the most intimate feelings, Tony, Grammy and Emmy
Award winner Cynthia Erivo has been called one of Broadway’s brightest stars and Hollywood’s fastestrising talents. Here she pulls out all the stops to produce a soulful celebration of love.
D.L. Hughley: Contrarian
September 18, 2018
D.L. Hughley riffs on hot-button political issues, celebrity scandals, his mother's tough love and more in
a rapid-fire stand-up show in Philadelphia.

Dad Chaniels
March 25, 2019
In his sixth stand up release, Minnesotan Chad Daniels delivers a brand new hour of comedy of his
unapologetic take on parenting teenagers, how America's gone soft as a nation, his plans for growing
old, and...cake.
Daniel Sloss: Live Shows (Jigsaw)
September 11, 2018
Sloss tackles dad jokes, vegans, parenting, puzzling relationship patterns and the thankless task of
gravesite maintenance in this love-themed special.
Dear Mama
May 06, 2019
The fourth annual Dear Mama special, hosted by Anthony Anderson and La La Anthony, featured stars
that showed up to send love letters to their moms in a heartwarming and touching night of tributes.
Performances and appearances included T.I & Tiny, Ciara, Ashanti, Monica, Luke James and more.
Demetri Martin: The Overthinker
August 10, 2018
With his signature one-liners and drawings, Demetri Martin muses on doughnut holes, dogs, sports
bars, the alphabet's most aggressive letters and more.
Doubt (Great Performances)
January 25, 2019
Great Performances: Doubt from the Minnesota Opera is a new opera based on playwright John Patrick
Shanley’s acclaimed 2005 Broadway play, later adapted into an Academy Award-nominated 2008 film.
This first-time collaboration between Stanley and composer Douglas J. Cuomo is a production of the
Minnesota Opera New Works Initiative.
Drew Michael
August 25, 2018
Drew Michael stars in this comedy special, which follows the comedian as he navigates his fears,
anxieties and insecurities in an unconventional stand-up setting. Michael’s darkly comic, stream-ofconsciousness monologue raises questions of identity, narrative, self-awareness and the limits of the
medium itself.
Ellen DeGeneres: Relatable
December 18, 2018
In her first special since 2003, Ellen revisits her road to stardom and details the heartfelt -- and
hilarious -- lessons she's learned along the way.
Elvis: All Star Tribute
February 17, 2019
50 years later, an All Star group of performers gathered to celebrate Elvis' amazing Comeback Special,
first broadcast in 1968 and credited with reviving his career. Shot in an identical set to the original and
hosted by Blake Shelton, the tribute featured great performances lovingly saluting the King of Rock.

Flight Of The Conchords: Live In London
October 06, 2018
New Zealand music-comedy savants Bret McKenzie and Jemaine Clement return with an all-new special
taped before a live audience at the Eventim Apollo in London that showcases the duo’s unique ability to
mix irreverent humor with clever original songs, performed on guitar, piano and other instruments.
Full Frontal Presents: Not The White House Correspondents' Dinner
April 27, 2019
Full Frontal Presents: Not the White House Correspondents' Dinner... again! Samantha Bee and an allstar cast deliver a night dedicated to celebrating our nation's free press, asserting the importance of
the first amendment, and giving the president the roast he deserves.
Gabriel "Fluffy" Iglesias: One Show Fits All
January 29, 2019
Gabriel "Fluffy" Iglesias discusses his teenage son and encounters with Snoop Dogg, Chris Rock and
Vicente Fernández in this stand-up special for 2019.
Garth Brooks: Live At Notre Dame!
December 02, 2018
Watch Garth Brooks make history, performing the first ever live concert event at the legendary Notre
Dame Stadium, before the largest crowd to ever gather on that iconic field. 85,000 fans filled the
stadium, singing together with the more than fourteen million television viewers.
Goatface
November 27, 2018
Comedians Hasan Minhaj, Asif Ali, Aristotle Athiras and Fahim Anwar perform a series of sketches as the
comedy quartet known as 'Goatface.'
GRAMMY Salute To Music Legends (Great Performances)
October 05, 2018
The Recording Academy’s all-star concert offers a primetime spotlight for the annual Lifetime
Achievement and Special Merit recipients. The 2018 honorees include Neil Diamond, Hal Blaine,
Emmylou Harris, Louis Jordan, the Meters, Queen, Tina Turner and John Williams, with tribute
performances by Trisha Yearwood, Sheléa, and Sammy Hagar.
Hannah Gadsby: Nanette
June 19, 2018
Australian comic Hannah Gadsby reshapes standard stand-up by pairing punchlines with personal
revelations on gender, sexuality and childhood turmoil.

A Home For The Holidays 20th Anniversary Special
December 21, 2018
The 20th Annual A Home for the Holidays celebrates foster care adoption with great performances,
emotional uplifting stories. Over the years this important award-winning special has found homes for
tens of thousands of foster children. LLCool J, Gwen Stefani and other stars usher in the true spirit of
the holidays.
Homecoming: A Film By Beyoncé
April 17, 2019
This intimate, in-depth look at Beyoncé's celebrated 2018 Coachella performance reveals the emotional
road from creative concept to cultural movement.
Howie Mandel Presents Howie Mandel At The Howie Mandel Comedy Club
January 18, 2019
In Howie Mandel Presents Howie Mandel At The Howie Mandel Comedy Club, Mandel’s buoyant presence
embraces the old and welcomes the new with his return to the comedy special arena at the club that
bears his name.
Iliza Shlesinger: Elder Millennial
July 24, 2018
Newly engaged comic Iliza Shlesinger dives into undeniable truths about life at age 35, the insanity of
the road traveled and what's to come.
International Jazz Day From St. Petersburg
April 26, 2019
More than two dozen world-renowned artists come together for an extraordinary International Jazz Day
All-Star Global Concert from Saint Petersburg’s spectacular Mariinsky Theatre.The concert’s many
historic moments include unforgettable performances by legendary jazz vocal group The Manhattan
Transfer, along with Malian phenom Fatoumata Diawara and Moroccan sintir master Hassan Hakmoun.
James Davis: Live From The Town
January 11, 2019
James Davis rants about old people on Facebook, reveals what his professional golfing nickname would
be and shares his conspiracy theory about Magic Johnson.
Jim Gaffigan: Noble Ape
July 13, 2018
Jim Gaffigan has made a career out of finding the extraordinary in the ordinary with his hilarious
observational style. In his 6th special, he uses humor to deal with the unthinkable & proves that
laughter is the best medicine…or is it?
Jim Jefferies: This Is Me Now
July 13, 2018
The gleefully irreverent Jefferies skewers "grabby" celebrities, political hypocrisy and his own ill-advised
career moves in a brash stand-up special.

Jimmy Carr: The Best Of Ultimate Gold Greatest Hits
March 12, 2019
Nothing is off limits as Jimmy Carr serves up the most outrageous jokes from his stand-up career in a
special that's not for the faint of heart.
Jimmy Kimmel Live! - 4th Annual: The (Red) Show
November 19, 2018
Jimmy and Kristen Bell kick off our fourth annual (RED) #Shopathon with help from Will Ferrell, Chris
Rock, Channing Tatum, Mila Kunis, Snoop Dogg, Brad Paisley & Zoe Saldana. Jimmy & his celebrity
friends show off all of the products you can buy to help raise money to fight AIDS.
Jimmy Kimmel Live! - Intermission Accomplished: A Halftime Tribute to Trump
January 21, 2019
Jimmy celebrates a man far too humble to celebrate himself, President Donald J. Trump. With special
guests, we look at Trump's incredible life, give a furloughed government worker a job during the
shutdown, and we honor our Commander-in-Chief with a musical salute.
Joe Rogan: Strange Times
October 02, 2018
Outspoken as ever, comedian Joe Rogan takes on current culture, pro wrestling, pot laws, cats, vegans
and more in a stand-up special shot in Boston.
John Leguizamo's Latin History For Morons
November 05, 2018
In this one-man Broadway show, John Leguizamo finds humor and heartbreak as he traces 3,000 years
of Latin history in an effort to help his bullied son.
Julian McCullough: Maybe I'm A Man
June 09, 2018
Julian McCullough talks about his hippie parents, recounts an awkward encounter with a handsome
Pizza Hut employee and explains his fondness for The Baby-Sitters Club.
Ken Jeong Cracks Christmas
December 12, 2018
Ken Jeong, self-proclaimed holiday fanatic (he’s seen the Nutcracker 45 times and obsesses over his
holiday card for 3 months), “cracks” open Christmas and immerses himself into worlds filled with
santas, carolers and celebrity friends. Ken travels through our collective memory illuminating the magic
surrounding this most awesome holiday.
Ken Jeong: You Complete Me, Ho
February 14, 2019
In his first-ever stand-up special, Ken Jeong pays tribute to his wife and shares stories about Hollywood
and how "The Hangover" saved his life.

The Kennedy Center Honors
December 26, 2018
The Kennedy Center Honors was a 2 hour special celebrating the arts and its impact on our culture.
Hosted by Gloria Estefan with tributes to Cher, Phillip Glass, Reba McEntire, Wayne Shorter and the
creators of Hamilton.
Kevin Hart: Irresponsible
April 02, 2019
As a father of three on his second marriage, Kevin Hart proves that being him is indeed a tall order in a
fresh special inspired by his own mistakes.
Kids' Choice Sports Awards 2018
July 20, 2018
Kids’ Choice Sports is a 90-minute awards show, celebrating the best in sports. Hosted by Russell
Wilson, this show features star athletes, alongside real kids, competing against each other in supersized
physical challenges and accepting awards that have been voted on by their most rabid, loyal fans out
there: kids.
Landmarks Live in Concert - k.d. lang Live From The Majestic Theatre (Great
Performances)
December 14, 2018
Singer-songwriter k.d. lang performs a 25th anniversary concert of her critically acclaimed 1992 album
Ingenue from the Majestic Theatre in San Antonio, TX.
A Legendary Christmas With John And Chrissy
November 28, 2018
John Legend and Chrissy Teigen are getting into the holiday spirit with A LEGENDARY CHRISTMAS WITH
JOHN AND CHRISSY. They will be joined by friends and family, as well as other well-known personalities.
Special musical appearances include icon Stevie Wonder and jazz bassist-singer Esperanza Spalding.
Leonard Bernstein Centennial Celebration At Tanglewood (Great Performances)
December 28, 2018
The Boston Symphony Orchestra celebrates Leonard Bernstein’s centennial birthday at the orchestra’s
summer home in Tanglewood. Host Audra McDonald is joined by Midori, Yo-Yo Ma, John Williams, Isabel
Leonard, Tony Yazbeck, Michael Tilson Thomas, Christoph Eschenbach, Thomas Hampson, and many
more.
The Libary Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song
May 03, 2019
Gershwin Prize for Popular Song
The Lonely Island Presents: The Unauthorized Bash Brothers Experience
May 23, 2019
The Lonely Island spoofs notorious baseball stars Jose Canseco and Mark McGwire in this visual rap
album set in the Bash Brothers' 1980s heyday.

Loudon Wainwright III: Surviving Twin
November 13, 2018
Grammy-winning singer Loudon Wainwright III reflects upon his unique relationship with his father in an
evening of original songs and heartfelt stories.
Mark Twain Prize For American Humor
November 19, 2018
The 2018 Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize is a two hour comedy variety special that recognizes Julia
Louis Dreyfus’ lasting impact on humor in America. The show features the biggest names in comedy
telling the story of Julia’s life and career through jokes, skits, stories, music and dance.
Michael Yo: Blasian
November 27, 2018
Born and raised in Houston, TX, Michael talks about the issues growing up half Black and Asian in a
place where he really stood out. This special is about the beauty and complexities of family with all its
ups and downs, no matter skin color, race or religion.
Mo Amer: The Vagabond
October 08, 2018
Arab-American comedian Mo Amer recounts his life as a refugee comic, from traveling with the name
Mohammed to his long path to citizenship.
Motown 60: A Grammy Celebration
April 21, 2019
Musically rich and hosted by Smokey Robinson and Cedric the Entertainer, a parade of current and
legendary Motown artists (Stevie Wonder, Diana Ross), paid homage to Motown Records and its iconic
founder/president Berry Gordy. Over 40 songs embedded in our collective memories were performed to
cheers and standing ovations.
2018 MTV Movie And TV Awards
June 18, 2018
The 2018 MTV Movie And TV Awards celebrated the best in all things Hollywood. It was the 27th edition
of the annual awards show and the second to jointly honor movies and television. This year's fan-voted
show was was hosted by Tiffany Haddish in Santa Monica, California.
My Dad Wrote A Porno
May 11, 2019
My Dad Wrote A Porno brings the much lauded and award winning podcast to television. Jamie, James
and Alice share a lost Belinda Blinked chapter with a live audience at The Roundhouse in London.
My Grandpa's Fiddle
June 02, 2018
Country singer-songwriter Tim Ryan celebrates the legacy of his Salish Indian grandfather in this taped
live performance musical memoir recounting the journey of the two troubadours from the Flathead
Indian Reservation in Montana all the way to Nashville.

Nate Bargatze: The Tennessee Kid
March 26, 2019
Comic Nate Bargatze touches on air travel, cheap weddings, college football, chocolate milk and the
perils of ordering coffee in this stand-up special.
One Night For One Drop Imagined By Cirque du Soleil Presented By Colgate
March 16, 2019
One Night For One Drop Imagined by Cirque du Soleil show was created just for one night to raise
awareness for water cleanliness and conservation around the world. An unforgettable combination of
music, dance, athleticism, and aerial acrobatics that only Cirque du Soleil could imagine.
Orlando Leyba: Adorable
November 16, 2018
This special installment of Latino’s Entre Nos comedy shows is a solo half-hour from the one and only
Orlando Leyba.
Orphée et Eurydice From Lyric Opera Of Chicago (Great Performances)
January 18, 2019
Based on the classic Greek myth, Christoph Willibald Gluck’s enduringly popular French-language opera
is staged by director-choreographer John Neumeier in collaboration with the Joffrey Ballet, seamlessly
weaving opera with dance, featuring Dmitry Korchak, Andriana Chuchman and Lauren Snouffer.
Paul McCartney: Live From NYC
September 07, 2018
Paul McCartney performs an historic set live streamed from New York City celebrating the release of his
album, Egypt Station.
Pete Holmes: Dirty Clean
December 15, 2018
“Crashing” star, Pete Holmes, stars in his special at the Aladdin Theatre in Portland, Oregon. In it,
Holmes confronts personal truths about the mechanisms of consciousness, the afterlife and Elon Musk,
as well as sharing a few thoughts on being a new dad.
Pipeline (Live From Lincoln Center)
February 08, 2019
Dominique Morisseau's riveting drama follows Nya, an inner-city high school teacher desperate to give
her son opportunities her students will never have. When an incident threatens to get him expelled, Nya
must confront his rage and her own choices as a parent. Will she be able to reach him?
A President Show Documentary: The Fall Of Donald Trump
October 22, 2018
A President Show Documentary: The Fall Of Donald Trump is a fully scripted half-hour special taking
place in the not-so-distant future looking back on the convulsive final days of the Trump administration
and The President’s mysterious disappearance.

Q85: A Musical Celebration For Quincy Jones
December 03, 2018
Quincy Jones’ storied career in music, film and television is heralded by an amazing group of friends
including Oprah Winfrey, Stevie Wonder, Will smith, John Legend, Dave Chapelle, Jennifer Hudson and
others. The music is glorious, and the memories emotional in this retelling of a remarkable life.
Quincy Jones Presents: Sheléa
March 02, 2019
Known for his eye for spotting new talent, music legend Quincy Jones has called Sheléa one of the
greatest artists of her generation. A vocalist, songwriter, pianist, and producer, Sheléa also credits
composer and producer David Foster as a mentor. Now all three major talents appear in this special.
Ray Romano: Right Here, Around The Corner
February 05, 2019
Ray Romano cut his stand-up teeth at the Comedy Cellar in New York. Now, in his first comedy special in
23 years, he returns to where it all began.
Real Time With Bill Maher: Anniversary Special
October 19, 2018
Bill Maher takes a brief pause from the nonstop news cycle to look back on his groundbreaking career.
The Red Nose Day Special
May 23, 2019
The fifth annual "Red Nose Day" special showcases a night of music, comedy and Hollywood's biggest
names, including performances, sketches and the highly anticipated short film "One Red Nose Day and a
Wedding." The special is filled with can't miss fun while raising funds to help end child poverty.
2019 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony
April 27, 2019
Featuring emotional speeches and once-in-a lifetime musical performances & collaborations, the 34th
annual Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony celebrates 2019’s honorees: Stevie Nicks, The Cure,
Janet Jackson, Roxy Music, Radiohead, The Zombies and Def Leppard.
Romesh At The Greek (Just Another Immigrant)
July 27, 2018
Romesh Ranganathan, a successful comedian in England, moves his entire family to Los Angeles to
pursue his lifelong dream of making it as a comedian in America. He then takes the drastic, and possibly
foolish, step of performing his first ever U.S. stand-up show at the six-thousand seat Greek Theater.
Ron Funches: Giggle Fit
January 04, 2019
The charming and lovable actor/comedian Ron Funches' stand up special features his unique take on
optimism, fatherhood, autism, conspiracy theories, weight loss, reality television and so much more.

Ron White: If You Quit Listening, I'll Shut Up
October 16, 2018
Ron “Tater Salad” White dishes out his signature brand of cynicism, riffing on sex, celebrity and the
sinister habits of wild geese.
Roy Wood Jr.: No One Loves You
January 25, 2019
Roy Wood Jr. explores some of today's most complicated issues, from the plight of the black superhero
to national anthem protests.
Russell Brand: RE:BIRTH
December 04, 2018
Russell Brand gets loquacious in London as he ruminates on the state of the world and marvels over
how his life changed the moment he became a father.
Sebastian Maniscalco: Stay Hungry
January 15, 2019
Sebastian Maniscalco brings an acerbically unique approach to peacocks on planes, life hacks, rich inlaws and life's annoyances in this comedy special.
Shakespeare In The Shadows
June 20, 2018
Shakespeare in the Shadows shows the power of the master dramatist's work—from diminuendo to
crescendo, whisper to roar—set against San Francisco backdrops. Mark Cohen, who honed his craft at
Royal Shakespeare Company affiliate Guildhall, performs a one man show of Shakespeare’s most
intriguing characters.
Soft Focus With Jena Friedman 2
January 25, 2019
This new installment of Soft Focus features a segment on sexual harassment in gaming and an interview
with Presidential hopeful and Belizian fugitive, John McAfee.
Soul Train Awards
November 25, 2018
Hosted by Tisha Campbell and Tichina Arnold with performances and/or appearances by Normani, Bell
Biv Devoe, Jon B., Donell Jones, Jacquees, Erykah Badu, Koryn Hawthorne, Ari Lennox, Cautious Clay,
Faith Evans, Kelly Price, BJ The Chicago Kid, Queen Naija, Robert Glasper, Thundercat and Erykah Badu.
Springsteen On Broadway
December 15, 2018
Bruce Springsteen shares personal stories from his life and acoustic versions of some of his best-known
songs in an intimate one-man show.

Stand Up And Away! With Brian Regan
December 24, 2018
Brian delves into overdone movie scenes, sitting too close to other people at restaurants and being the
guy who flew to the moon but didn't walk on it.
Still LAUGH-IN: The Stars Celebrate
May 14, 2019
The stars come out for this special tribute to "Laugh-In," the revolutionary sketch comedy show of the
1960s and '70s.
Taylor Swift Reputation Stadium Tour
December 31, 2018
Taylor Swift takes the stage in Dallas for the reputation Stadium Tour and celebrates a monumental
night of music, memories and visual magic.
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon Desde Puerto Rico
January 15, 2019
THE TONIGHT SHOW left New York City and Studio 6B and aired a special episode of all remote pieces
from Puerto Rico - a love letter to the island and its people - as a way to both celebrate Puerto Rico's
music, food, and culture and help boost tourism.
Trevor Noah: Son Of Patricia
November 20, 2018
"Daily Show" host Trevor Noah touches on tacos, runaway snakes, camping, racism immunity and
lessons he learned from his mother in this comedy special.
2 Dope Queens: Fashion
February 08, 2019
Phoebe Robinson and Jessica Williams, from the podcast 2 Dope Queens, host an hour comedy special
with three stand-up comedy guests and special guest Lupita Nyong'o.
A Very Wicked Halloween
October 29, 2018
To celebrate the 15th Anniversary of Wicked on Broadway, Kristin Chenoweth and Idina Menzel reunited
to host a special evening of the music of Wicked. Featuring performances from Ariana Grande, Adam
Lambert, Ledisi, and Pentatonix; the finale reunited over 20 of the past Elphabas and Glindas.
2019 VH1 Trailblazer Honors
March 08, 2019
Trailblazer Honors celebrates today’s most respected politicians, entertainers, artists, activists, allies
and icons who have dedicated their time and steadfast commitments to the women’s movement and
beyond. Centered around this year’s incredible breakthroughs in female empowerment and human
rights, the annual event will feature the landmark achievements of its honorees.

Vir Das: Losing It
December 11, 2018
The world's got a lot of problems, but Vir Das has a lot of answers as he discusses travel, religion, his
childhood and more in this stand-up special.
W. Kamau Bell: Private School Negro
June 26, 2018
Comedian W. Kamau Bell muses on parenting in the Trump era, "free speech" dustups, woke children's
TV and his fear of going off the grid.
Wanda Sykes: Not Normal
May 21, 2019
Wanda Sykes tackles politics, reality TV, racism and the secret she'd take to the grave in this rollicking,
no-holds-barred stand-up special.
The Wonderful World Of Disney Magical Holiday Celebration
November 29, 2018
Hosts Jordan Fisher and Sarah Hyland kick off the holiday season in a way only Disney can, showcasing
incredible music performances, special appearances and some unforgettable Disney magic moments
including an extraordinary castle lighting spectacular from Disney Parks around the world.
Yes, It's Really Us Singing: The Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Concert Special!
April 05, 2019
In this concert special, Rachel Bloom and the cast of the critically acclaimed series will perform live
versions of fan-favorite songs along with incredible staging, multimedia visuals and a live band and
orchestra.

End of Category

Outstanding Short Form Comedy Or Drama Series
The Adulterers
Captured in a series of tender vignettes, “The Adulterers" tells the story of two co-workers engaging in
an extra-marital affair. They are surprised to find unexpected connections and barriers in their
relationship. They keep each other company in a secret world, growing closer yet trying not to fall in
love.
Becoming Jiff
Becoming Jiff is the hilarious and heartfelt story of Jiff, a recently single 20-something in a dead-end
job, who's given the opportunity of a lifetime when he gets a new phone number that belongs to New
York City's Greatest Ladies Man, "Alejandro Alejandro."
Before We Go
Elsee, played by Lee Garlington, is a woman who can have it all and does. Seemingly on a whim, she
takes two strangers on the road trip of their lives. They have no idea what Elsee's true intentions are,
their real relationship, or how she plans on ending the trip.
Better Call Saul Employee Training: Madrigal Electromotive Security
Mike Ehrmantraut, the new security consultant at Madrigal Electromotive, turns his hard-earned
knowledge of the criminal underworld into valuable tips and tricks to keep all aspects of your shady
business safe from nefarious types who wish to harm your operation
Bonding
Bonding centers on the relationship between former high-school BFFs, Pete, a recently out gay man,
and Tiff, a grad student and secretly one of New York City’s top dominatrixes, who reconnect in an
unexpected way years later.
Class Act
A bizarre acting class follows the stories of several young artists with big dreams of making it in
Hollywood.
Class Of Lies
Best friends/college roommates Devon and Missy use their STEM aptitude to crack cold cases on their
successful true-crime podcast. But can they solve the most important case of all when their best friend
disappears without a trace?
Co-Ed
Juggling classes, parties, and down-the-hall crushes, freshman roommates Ginny and Chris try their
best to face whatever college throws at them, discovering who they are along the way.
CTRL ALT DELETE
A typical workplace comedy. About abortion.

Damaged Goods
Damaged Goods centers around four messy creatives of color attempting to survive in the city of
Chicago. In season one, all four of them experience the death of their egos, which propels them forward
and onto a path of uncertainty, enlightenment and tragedy.
The Dead Girls Detective Agency
A darkly comedic supernatural soap that follows the complex mystery of Charlotte Feldman, a young
woman who must work from beyond the grave to figure out how and why she died in order to avoid an
eternity in purgatory.
Disconnected
Janine forces her teenage daughter and her two besties to have an actual conversation by confiscating
their cellphones for one hour. Meanwhile she texts her husband she wants a divorce.
Dream Corp LLC
Nirvanic Dream Therapist, Dr Roberts, treats and often cures a roster of eccentric patients by guiding
them through their subconscious minds.
An Emmy For Megan
After a humiliating loss at the Emmys in 2018, Megan Amram decides she's not making the series this
year.
Fake News Writer
An aspiring screenwriter gets a job writing conservative propaganda which he must hide from his
extremist liberal hacker roommate.
Fortune Rookie
Janet Varney who, on the advice of a fortune teller in a bathroom, leaves showbiz behind to become a
psychic. Exploring her gifts (such as they are), Janet parses the future of a Los Angeles populated by
the famous, the not-yet-famous, from aspiring cult leaders to aging boy bands.
Funny Married Stuff
A married couple navigates the struggles of marriage, parenting, and friendship with their opinionated
Auntie and Uncle, supportive married friends, and their adventurous single friend. Whether its lack of
privacy, erectile dysfunction, secrets, matchmaking, or more this lively bunch takes on life’s challenges
and learns together.
Hack Into Broad City
Hack Into Broad City takes a peak into the hilarious video chats between Abbi and Ilana from the series
Broad City.
Here's The Thing
Josh and Linda argue about everything: Should he throw her a birthday party? Who should pick up the
check when they go out with their friends ? is it best to avoid their neighbors? And is it okay to ask the
waitress her nationality? So many arguments. So little time.

It's Bruno!
This short-form series follows a man and his beloved dog, Bruno, as they stroll through the streets of
Bushwick, Brooklyn.
Little Italy, Los Angeles
LA’s Little Italy is a neighborhood undergoing change. From corporate stores to hipster salons, foreign
food trucks to gay bars. "Little Italy, Los Angeles" follows the interconnected lives of the community’s
diverse residents, led by its last Italian, Frank the Barber, as they learn to adapt to its’ inevitable
transformation.
The Millennial
Entering his first amateur fight, a young boxer reflects on his past as he prepares to take on his biggest
challenger outside the ring; love and sacrifice.
A Place Called Hollywood
A Place Called Hollywood tells the cutting-edge story of a young man pursuing his dream of becoming
an actor. In the town famous for making dreams come true, he looks past the bright lights and flashing
marquees into the dimly lit hallways where some dreams flourish while others fade away.
Real Bros Of Simi Valley
Living in Simi has been pretty chill for these four best friends, but now that high school ended 10 years
ago, it might be time for the bros to grow up.
Similar Odds
An interracial couples relationship becomes complicated when the arrival of the female’s father is
expected to arrive in town. We follow the ups and downs of this millennial couple over a series of a days.
Special
A young gay man with cerebral palsy branches out from his insular existence in hopes of finally going
after the life he wants.
State Of The Union
State of the Union explores the world of Louise and Tom as they attempt to repair their crumbling
marriage through weekly marital therapy sessions. Before each appointment, the couple meets at a pub
where they delve into how they came together and, how eventually, their marriage fell into disrepair.
The T
Former-lovers-and-now-best-friends Jo and Carter are looking for love—it’s not going well. A young white
trans woman and queer black man living in their native Chicago, they may have the world’s bigotry and
their own insecurities stacked against them, but at least they have each other.
To Be Me
Jordan has struggled with gender identity from a young age. After circumstances brought them home to
their conservative father, they're forced to confront—and come to terms with—their true identity as a
non-binary trans female.

WTF Baron Davis
Baron Davis, retired two-time NBA All-Star takes lovable social media phenom BDot, (Brandon
Armstrong) under his wing in an unorthodox mentorship. Playing eccentric versions of themselves, their
antics often end in hilarious disaster.

End of Category

Outstanding Short Form Variety Series
Artist Spotlight Stories
Artist Spotlight Stories are intimate portraits of artists pushing the bounds of creative expression and
fan engagement. Designed to capture music’s broad spectrum of stories, aesthetics, and artistic
sensibilities, each episode is created by a unique crew of creatives, working in a range of filmmaking
techniques.
Astronomy Club
Astronomy Club, starring the up and coming sketch group of the same name, is a sketch comedy show
that skewers all facets of culture and society, both past and present, through the lens of absurdist
humor and unapologetic blackness.
Beto Breaks The Internet
Beto O’Rourke (Jimmy Fallon) is on a mission to “Break The Internet” with viral videos across six social
media platforms. From recording ASMR to staging a homemade music video to snap-chatting a teeth
cleaning with President Obama, the sketches span the Internet in a never-before-attempted late-night
takeover of social media.
Between The Scenes (The Daily Show)
Between the Scenes brings our online fans into the intimate, unscripted conversations Trevor has with
the audience during breaks in the show’s taping. The short form series showcases Trevor’s unique ability
to break down complex cultural and political dynamics in a frank, incisive, and compelling way.
Billy On The Street
The biggest names in entertainment join Billy Eichner as he interacts with unassuming passersby on the
streets of New York City, resulting in hilarious escapades.
Carpool Karaoke: The Series
Based on the popular recurring segment from The Late Late Show with James Corden, this series
features an unexpected celebrity pairing sharing a car, singing along to their personal playlists, and
embarking on adventures.
Cold As Balls
Cold As Balls is an award-winning interview series hosted by Kevin Hart where he interviews world-class
athletes while sitting in an ice bath! The series has captivated and humored audiences, earning over
225 million total views. Featured guests include Odell Beckham Jr, Russell Westbrook, Ronda Rousey,
Floyd Mayweather and more.
The Comedy Lineup
A diverse group of up-and-coming comedians perform 15-minute sets in this stand-up comedy showcase
series.
Cover Room (The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon)
Cover Room is a Tonight Show digital-only variety series featuring music artists performing covers of
their favorite songs. Each video features a different visual aesthetic inspired by the artists'
interpretation of the song. It is filmed in the same room, but transformed each episode to create a new,
one-of-a-kind experience.

Deep Cuts: Patriot Act with Hasan Minhaj
Patriot Act’s Digital Exclusive series “Deep Cuts” features Hasan Minhaj interacting with audience
members as he answers questions, shares stories about his life, dissects our current political climate,
and offers his unique point of view on other trending topics in the news.
Gay Of Thrones
Hairstylist extraordinaire Jonathan Van Ness recaps new episodes of Game of Thrones using his unique
brand of panache, flair, and fabulousness.
Good Mythical Morning
Hosts Rhett & Link compete in original games with celebrity guests, implement serious experiments in
hilarious ways, explore surprising new trends and products, and eat unbelievable things.
Honest Trailers
Trailers that tell you the TRUTH about your favorite movies and TV shows.
The Randy Rainbow Show
THE RANDY RAINBOW SHOW is a series of political spoofs and musical parodies, including "BARR!," "If
You Ever Got Impeached," "There's Nothing Like a Wall," and "You Can't Stop His Tweets."

End of Category

Outstanding Short Form Nonfiction Or Reality Series
America's Got Talent: Talent University
AGT’s most popular comedians, magicians and ventriloquists pay it forward on Talent University, a
digital tutorial series that combines practical tips and humor to inspire the next generation of talent.
Behind The Voice
The Voice digital series features exclusive access to coaches Adam Levine, Blake Shelton, Jennifer
Hudson, Kelly Clarkson, John Legend; competing artists, and advisors Mariah Carey, Halsey and more.
Former winner, Jordan Smith, discusses the smash hit he wrote for Céline Dion. Plus, an adorable
backstage tour with five-year-old, Claire Crosby.
Better Call Saul: Inside Season 4
The cast and creators give a behind-the-scenes look at how the show gets made. Featuring insights
from the creators and the writing staff, as well as one-on-one access to the show's stars, this series
breaks down the process of writing and filming one of TV's most precisely plotted shows.
Birds Of North America
Jason Ward fell in love with birds after spotting a falcon eating a pigeon on the windowsill of the
homeless shelter he lived in as a child. In this series, the Bronx native shares his contagious joy and
enthusiasm for all things avian, and upends ideas about who environmentalists are.
Bug Bites
Nearly a third of the world counts bugs as a dietary staple and a valuable source of protein, but they’ve
yet to crawl onto American dinner plates. Watch as biologist Haley Chamberlain-Nelson experiences
some of these insects with recipes included.
The Comeback Stage
The Comeback Stage is a companion digital series for The Voice. Six Artists who did not make teams in
the Blind Auditions of The Voice return to compete for a spot in the Live Shows with help from a 5th
coach - Kelsea Ballerini & Bebe Rexha.
Conoceme: America (Go Originales)
Real-life short stories told by Hispanics who do more than impact their communities, they lift others up
along the way. Sustainability and inclusion captured through the lenses of female empowerment, travel,
food, home, health, tech, innovation, entrepreneurship and adventure. A colorful tapestry of Hispanic
heritage woven throughout north American society.
Cooking On High
Time to weed out the competition. Josh Leyva hosts while chefs hash it out over cannabis cuisine for
judges with a serious case of the munchies.
Creating Saturday Night Live
Creating SNL showcases the production staff, creative staff and craftsmen who work behind the scenes
to produce the season. Viewers will get a better understanding of what staff members and crew do
behind the scenes and how they contribute to the show produced each Saturday.

Eli Roth's History Of Horror: Master Class
Eli Roth brings together the masters of horror for a chilling exploration on how horror has evolved and
its impact on society. Interviewees include Stephen King, Quentin Tarantino, Diablo Cody, Joe Dante,
Edgar Wright, John Landis and Roger Corman.
Explained
This enlightening series digs into a wide range of topics such as the rise of cryptocurrency, why diets
fail, and the wild world of K-pop.
Face Forward
Our Glam Squad does a makeover on a girl who is ready for a fresh start - but with an irreverent twist.
Fosse/Verdon (Inside Look)
Their collaboration influenced our culture. Their pain influenced their art. Bob Fosse and Gwen Verdon’s
story of love and dance touches on many themes of the human experience. Michelle Williams, Sam
Rockwell, and the crew speak about these and making Fosse/Verdon.
FX Networks Presents
FX Networks goes behind the scenes to interview some of film and TV's brightest stars in their biggest
titles of the year. From Oscar-nominated films, to socially-profound television series, FX Networks
Presents showcases the craft of acting and the stories' deeper themes that endure.
Growing Up is A Drag
Follow three real-life teen drag stars as they try to make a name for themselves in the forever fabulous
world of drag performance, dodging drama and growing up along the way.
Hostile Planet: Behind the Scenes
Hostile Planet is filled with breathtaking moments that leave viewers wondering, “How on Earth did they
get that shot?” This series answers that question and more with interviews and behind-the-scenes
insights from the filmmakers who were there.
The Hot Zone: Break Out
Break out from The Hot Zone and hear from Nancy & Jerry Jaax, the couple who was on the front lines
fighting against a viral outbreak miles from Washington DC.
I Want My Stuff Back
Breakups can be hard! And sometimes you end up leaving stuff at your ex's place that you want back.
One ex knows we're coming; the other one doesn't. It's about to get real juicy.
Innocence Ignored
More than 2,000 wrongfully convicted people have been exonerated in the United States since 1989.
Innocence Ignored is a series that tells the stories of those who had their voices silenced, and examines
the flaws in the system that made these tragedies

Jay Leno's Garage
Jay Leno loves wheels, and his Big Dog Garage houses one of America's greatest collections of cars and
motorcycles. The garage is staffed by a team of mechanical wizards, who can fix, restore or customize
just about anything. Join Jay and his team for a series of weekly automotive adventures.
Kevin Hart: What The Fit
Kevin Hart: What The Fit is an unscripted series starring Kevin Hart. In each episode, Kevin invites one
of his celebrity friends to join him on a fun, fit journey, trying out unique and outrageous workouts to
push themselves out of their comfort zones on the way to getting fit.
Last Chance Kitchen
The series returns with higher stakes and stiffer competition, including a gauntlet of Top Chef veterans,
bigger challenges, and multiple opportunities for eliminated chefs to cook their way back into the Top
Chef kitchen.
Life Behind Life Below Zero
As crews brave the wilds of the Alaskan frontier, Life Below Zero shows fans what it takes to film Life
Below Zero. The cameras are flipped as the crew members battle Mother Nature and daily dangers while
filming the hit series.
Lifers
Lifers tells the stories of people who have dedicated an extremely long amount of time to the same
career, job or company, as a juxtaposition to millennials, who spend an average of just two years at the
same company.
Linked | Explorer
This whimsical digital series uses an irreverent tone and fun animated graphics to draw memorable
connections between seemingly unrelated ideas. Thoroughly researched, Linked explores the wideranging and surprisingly-connected topics featured in the Explorer series, and reminds us that
everything is connected.
Making It: Sew Many Extras
Is Amy Poehler a true crafting-pun master? Can Nick Offerman identify wood by scent alone? You’re not
thread-y for these digital extras from the Making It co-hosts.
Making Of Dancing With The Stars
This docuseries captures the first-hand accounts of the trials and triumphs that go into creating each
season of Dancing with the Stars. From Costume Designers to the Music Director to season 24 champ
Rashad Jennings, each episode gives viewers a glimpse into the experience from each side of the
production.
Marching Orders
Follow Bethune-Cookman University’s Marching Wildcats, as they fight to keep their spots on the field,
balance their academic careers, and maintain their social lives.

Mayans M.C.: The Creation Of Mayans
The next chapter of Kurt Sutter’s Sons of Anarchy saga has begun! Watch the behind-the-scenes access
and learn how the Mayans series was created.
My Son/Daughter Is A WWE Superstar
My Son/Daughter Is a WWE Superstar is an intimate look at the performers of WWE, as told by their
parents and extended families. Through visits to their childhood homes and intimate conversations with
their parents, our stars take us on the journey that brought them to becoming WWE Superstars.
9 Months With Courteney Cox
Courteney Cox asks a group of 10 diverse families – fighting everything from breast cancer and
infertility to addiction – for an unfiltered look at the intimate highs and lows of their pregnancy
journeys.
The Other Show (The Other Two After Show)
Creators Chris Kelly and Sarah Schneider sit down with cast members (including Molly Shannon, Heléne
Yorke, Drew Tarver, Case Walker, Ken Marino and Josh Segarra) to give us a behind the scenes look at
shooting season one of The Other Two.
POSE: Identity, Family, Community (Inside Look)
Family. Identity. Community. Go behind the scenes of POSE to learn what these words mean to the
transgender and gay cast and crew who worked so hard together to tell their stories and enlighten the
world about their community.
Right Idea, Wrong Time
The dotcom era spawned many bad ideas, but some were simply ahead of their time. These websites
foretold services we’d struggle to live without today. This series gives credit where credit is due and
explores history of the internet, with startups that had the Right Idea at the Wrong Time.
RuPaul’s Drag Race’s: Out Of The Closet
Step into the colorful closets of RuPaul’s Drag Race royalty, as beloved queens from the show give an
introspective tour of their fashion, while discussing their experience on the show. Peek into the artistic
and chaotic lives of professional drag queens.
RuPaul’s Drag Race’s: Portrait Of A Queen
Find out firsthand from some of the most successful queens in the business as we document their
evolution. A "day-in-the-life" takes on new meaning when your legacy is RuPaul’s Drag Race.
The Scarlet Letter Reports With Amanda Knox
Amanda Knox presents a series exploring the deeply personal journey into what it’s like for women to be
publicly shamed—often construed as sexual villains by the media—and how you rebuild your life after.
Snowfall (Inside Look)
Season 2 of Snowfall continues the story of how crack destroyed the lives of so many people. The
behind-the-scenes work showcases the stakes of getting this story right and the effort and dedication
involved in doing so.

Stephen Has A Story
In this behind-the-scenes series, a candid Stephen Colbert shares a collection of personal stories rarely,
if ever, told in public. The stories are a window into Stephen’s life outside of “The Late Show” that range
from his brief time as a football player to how he got started in comedy.
The Tacos Of Texas
Tacos of Texas explores regional variations on the state’s beloved meal. Talking to restaurateurs,
taqueros, abuelitas and chefs, hosts Mando Rayo and Jarod Neece go deep into Texas communities to
understand how history, tradition and entrepreneurship have defined the tacos of seven cities.
This Is Us: The Aftershow
Heart drives This Is Us, and that’s exactly what we get to in these intimate conversations with the cast
and crew. From bold choices to pivotal scenes, our digital series is an exclusive, behind-the-scenes look
at the Pearsons – the beautiful family fans have come to love as their own.
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon: Making An Impression
From 'Game of Thrones' parodies to political sketches, Jimmy Fallon and his team build show material
from scratch on a nightly basis. Making An Impression is a behind the scenes look into the creative and
production process of The Tonight Show's remote shoots.
United Nations World Food Program: Zero Hunger Generation
For the first time in history, we have the ability to end global hunger creating the Zero Hunger
Generation. As the world’s first responders, World Food Program is on the front lines saving lives,
assisting 90 million people every year, and working to make the Zero Hunger Generation a reality.
Waking Dream
Waking Dream follows six of the 800,000 undocumented young people who were temporarily allowed to
attend school, work and start businesses in the United States. New political realities put them in legal
limbo, and we see them struggle to pursue their dreams in a country trying to deport them.
What The Fashion
Morgan Stewart, Zuri Hall and Justin Martindale discuss this week’s hottest celebrity fashion trends.
From the streets of New York to the red carpets of Los Angeles, these three get candid over WTF
celebrities are wearing.
What We Do In The Shadows (Inside Look)
It’s a documentary about vampires… who are roommates… and are really, really dumb. Go behind the
scenes with the cast and crew to see the hard work and humor that existed on set while making What
We Do in the Shadows.
Will Smith: The Jump
Follow Will Smith’s journey to heli-bungee jumping over the Grand Canyon, from plan to plunge.

End of Category

Outstanding Children's Program
Alexa & Katie
Alexa is battling cancer. But with her best friend, Katie, by her side, she's also starting high school -and ready for whatever comes next.
Andi Mack
Andi Mack is a coming-of-age story about a girl who, on the eve of her 13th birthday, learns that her
older sister, Bex, is actually her mother. This revelation puts Andi on a path of self-discovery which she
navigates with help from her family and best friends Cyrus and Buffy.
Anne With An E
A plucky orphan whose passions run deep finds an unlikely home with a spinster and her soft-spoken
bachelor brother. Based on Anne of Green Gables.
Best. Worst. Weekend. Ever.
Teenage friends plan an epic trip to Comic-Con to meet their idol, only to get caught in one hilariously
awkward predicament after another.
Brainchild
It's the science of the world explained in a way that's refreshingly relatable for kids, with a strong focus
on empowering young women and children of color. From germs and outer space, to creativity and
motivation and more, Brainchild helps kids discover how the world works through comedy and
experiments.
Carmen Sandiego
A master thief who uses her skills for good, Carmen Sandiego travels the world foiling V.I.L.E.'s evil
plans -- with help from her savvy sidekicks. Gina Rodriguez and Finn Wolfhard lend their voices to this
animated reboot based on the popular TV series and video games.
Coop & Cami Ask The World
The live-action comedy follows Coop and Cami Wrather, middle school siblings who co-host Coop's online
show "Would You Wrather." With help from their family and Coop's best friend Fred, they fields
questions and results to the show's millions of followers (aka Wratherheads) who help them solve
mundane and madcap problems.
Cousins For Life
Cousins For Life is a buddy comedy about two cousins, the compassionate Ivy, and the entrepreneurial
Stuart, whose families live under the same roof. Ivy and Stuart are growing up together and embarking
on a variety of endeavors, all in the name of saving the planet while having fun!
The Emperor's Newest Clothes
November 15, 2018
Hans Christian Andersen’s classic tale gets a colorful, music-filled makeover in this whimsical animated
family special, featuring the voices of Alan Alda, Jeff Daniels, Alison Pill, John Early and Tim Heidecker.

Fuller House
The Tanner family's adventures continue as DJ Tanner-Fuller shares a home with her sister Stephanie
and friend Kimmy who help raise her three boys.
Game Shakers
Two 7th grade girls, Babe (feisty, creative) and Kenzie (responsible, computer coder) become
entrepreneurs by starting their own mobile game company. They hire two boys who bring their own
unique abilities to the team. The four kids become great friends as they balance school with running
their business, Game Shakers.
Henry Danger
Henry Hart landed his dream job as Kid Danger – superhero sidekick to Captain Man –where he’ll face
powerful villains, difficult situations, and attempting to keep his secret identity under wraps.
The Hocus Pocus 25th Anniversary Halloween Bash
October 20, 2018
Bette Midler, Kathy Najimy, Sarah Jessica Parker and director Kenny Ortega celebrate Disney's beloved
1993 children's film Hocus Pocus with this spooktacular event hosted by Vanessa Hudgens and Jordan
Fisher. Through elaborate performances and documentary segments, the cast reminisce about making
the most successful Halloween family film of all time.
Holly Hobbie
Thirteen year-old Holly Hobbie (Ruby Jay) lives with her family in Collinsville, a picture perfect North
American small town with main-street values. Each episode follows Holly trying to make the world a
better place, while tackling the everyday challenges of growing up – from bullies to breakouts, crushes
to curfews.
Junk Drawer Magical Adventures
Best friends Akira and Walker are not your average magicians. They use real magic to get in-and-out of
trouble, all while teaching you magic tricks along the way.
Just Add Magic
Three best friends discover a magical cookbook that helps them uncover mysteries that span
generations.
Kevin Hart's Guide To Black History
February 08, 2019
Kevin Hart highlights the fascinating contributions of black history’s unsung heroes in this entertaining,
and educational special.
Knight Squad
Knights of Astoria is centered on a rambunctious teen princess and a mischievous peasant whose worlds
collide when they discover they share a common secret... they both lied their way into knight school.
They form an unlikely alliance, working together to achieve their dream of becoming legendary knights.

No Good Nick
April 15, 2019
A family finds their lives turned upside down when a young, street-smart grifter shows up on their
doorstep, claiming to be a distant relative.
Raven's Home
October 12, 2018
Raven’s ability to see visions of the future often seem to collide with her son Booker’s visions, setting in
motion madcap adventures for them both, along with Booker’s twin sister Nia, their extended family,
including Raven's longtime best friend Chelsea and her son Levi, and Nia's best friend Tess.
A Series Of Unfortunate Events
The extraordinary Baudelaire orphans face trials, tribulations and the evil Count Olaf in their fateful
quest to unlock long-held family secrets.
Song Of Parkland
February 07, 2019
In the wake of tragedy at their school, Marjory Stoneman Douglas drama students and their teacher
harness the power of theater and music to heal themselves and their community. The film features the
voices and songs of kids who inspired a nation in calling for an end to gun violence.
Star Wars Resistance
After being recruited by Poe Dameron to join the Resistance and spy on the First Order, hotshot pilot
Kazuda “Kaz” Xiono finds himself in over his head when he and BB-8 are stationed aboard a dangerous
refueling station at the very edge of the galaxy.
Stuck In The Middle
Stuck In the Middle follows Harley Diaz as she handles being a middle child in a family of seven children.
The heartfelt and comedic stories find Harley embracing her skills as an engineering whiz, devising
inventive ways to navigate her life, both at home and at high school.
Sydney To The Max
The series is a live-action comedy revolving around middle schooler Sydney Reynolds, her single and
often clueless dad Max and her progressive grandmother Judy - all under one roof. Set in the present
day, flashbacks to young Max in the 1990s demonstrate that the challenges of growing up never change.
When You Wish Upon A Pickle: A Sesame Street Special
November 10, 2018
What if your every wish could come true? When a mysterious wish pickle machine starts granting
wishes, Elmo and the gang have a very “Funny Day” (sweeping the clouds away...) on Sesame Street.
With special guest stars Amanda Seyfried and Blake Lively.

End of Category

Outstanding Informational Series Or Special
Adam Ruins Everything
Adam Conover embarks on a comically inventive yet unrelentingly serious quest to reveal hidden truths,
giving you not just facts, but information that will make you see the world in a new way. If knowledge is
power, then Adam Conover will have you laughing all the way to the top.
American Idol S2 – A New Journey Begins
Launched the second season with a candid conversation between Ryan, Katy, Luke, and Lionel.
Capturing their chemistry and enthusiasm about Idol’s mission to create the next superstar. From what
happens behind the scenes, to answering fans' questions, the judges and host share stories and how
their lives have been impacted.
Anthony Bourdain Parts Unknown
In the final season of Parts Unknown, Anthony Bourdain takes viewers on one last ride around the world,
visiting Kenya, Indonesia, West Texas, Spain, and New York City’s Lower East Side.
Big Questions Huge Answers With Jon Dore
The special follows Dore as he workshops creative, if foolhardy, solutions to the two biggest threats to
our children's safety: cyberbullying and predatory teachers.
Brené Brown: The Call To Courage
With humor and empathy, Brené Brown discusses what it takes to choose courage over comfort in a
culture defined by scarcity, fear and uncertainty.
Campus Eats
Campus Eats - Season 3 spotlights the best places to eat in Big Ten Country, featuring restaurants that
ooze character, charm and culinary excellence.
Carol Alt's Living Room
Imagine the coziest apartment in TriBeCa, tastefully decorated. Two black cats welcome you with a purr.
You’re invited to the living room, where a film crew of three, a cup of tea, and supermodel Carol Alt
await you. ‘Quiet on set. Action!’ Welcome to Carol Alt’s Living Room.
The Circus: Inside The Wildest Political Show On Earth
Go behind the scenes and beyond the headlines of the wildest political show on earth. This series
reveals the high-stakes impact of the White House's headline grabbing dramatics throughout our
divided states of America.
Coachella Live: Curated
Broadcast from Indio, California, the Coachella Live: Curated features three streams, 80+ bands, and 72
hours of content. 2019 included traveling tales from headliners and fan favorites, across six continents,
highlights from Coachella Valley Music & Arts Festival’s two weekends, including in-studio interviews,
artist commentary, original documentaries, animation and more.

Cold Justice
Follows veteran prosecutor Kelly Siegler and her rotating team of seasoned detectives as they travel to
small towns to dig into unsolved homicide cases that have lingered for years without answers or justice
for the victims. The Cold Justice team has successfully helped bring about 40 arrests and 20
convictions.
Comedians In Cars Getting Coffee
Jerry Seinfeld's roving talk show combines coffee, laughs, and vintage cars into quirky, caffeine-filled
adventures with the sharpest minds in comedy. Guests include: Zach Galifianakis, Jerry Lewis, Dave
Chappelle, Ellen DeGeneres, Hasan Minhaj and more.
Crazy Ex-Girlfriend: Oh My God I Think It's Over: Behind The Scenes Of The Series Finale
Oh My God I Think It's Over is a peek behind the curtain as the team behind the award-winning comedy
series Crazy Ex-Girlfriend wraps up its final season.
Cultureshock: Chris Rock's Bring The Pain (Biography Presents)
Chris Rock's Bring The Pain examines how comedian Chris Rock changed comedy with his special Bring
the Pain. Rock recounts how after being fired from SNL, he pushed himself creatively, leading to the
development of more personal and provocative material. Interviews include Oprah Winfrey, Martin
Lawrence, Trevor Noah and others.
Cultureshock: Freaks And Geeks: The Documentary (Biography Presents)
Freaks And Geeks, the cult series that captured the sad yet humorous difficulties of teenage life, and for
the first time, offered protagonists who weren’t stereotypical jocks and brains. Featuring interviews with
creator, Paul Feig, executive producer Judd Apatow, and primary cast members.
David Lynch Teaches Creativity And Film
MasterClass, the online education company that enables anyone to learn from the best in the world,
deepened it’s curriculum in the film and television category with the first-ever online class taught by
four-time Academy Award nominee, David Lynch, available exclusively through its platform.
Decorating Disney: Halloween Magic
Decorating Disney: Halloween Magic will give audiences a spooky behind the scenes tour on how
Halloween “spirits” spread throughout the Disney parks. Viewers will learn how the dedicated team of
Disney cast members bring Halloween to life with pumpkins, ghosts and ghoulish delights around every
corner of these magical destinations.
Desi Lydic: Abroad
Desi Lydic travels overseas to find out why other countries are outranking the U.S. in gender equality in
the one-hour special The Daily Show Presents: Desi Lydic: Abroad.
Elvis Goes There
Elvis Goes There is a four-episode, one-hour series that follows renowned journalist Elvis Mitchell as he
travels with A-list filmmakers and actors to places of inspiration around the world with unprecedented
access, exploring how each location shaped their work and identity.

Gordon Ramsay Teaches Cooking II: Restaurant Recipes At Home
MasterClass, the online education company that enables anyone to learn from the best in the world, had
multi-Michelin-Star Chef Gordon Ramsay return to teach restaurant recipes for cooking at home, making
Ramsay the first instructor to teach a second course on MasterClass.
In Search Of
An investigative series that delves into all manners of mysterious phenomena throughout the world.
Zachary Quinto hosts as the lead investigator, searching for answers to some of the world’s largest
mysteries such as superhumans, alien life, artificial intelligence, Atlantis, time travel, mysterious
creatures and much more.
Jay Leno's Garage
Jay Leno’s Garage follows Jay on his journey through the always-fascinating world of people, their prized
automobiles, and cars everywhere; new and old. There’s no wheel Jay won’t get behind to tell the story
of our love affair with the automobile.
Larry Charles' Dangerous World Of Comedy
Legendary "Seinfeld" writer and "Borat" director Larry Charles travels the world in search of humor in
the most unusual, unexpected and dangerous places.
Leah Remini: Scientology And The Aftermath
In “Scientology and the Aftermath,” Leah Remini and Mike Rinder expose experiences of former Church
of Scientology staff and members. In season 3, Leah and Mike focus on the source of the organization’s
true power: the group’s tax-exempt status.
Lidia Celebrates America: A Heartland Holiday Feast
Internationally-acclaimed chef Lidia Bastianich goes on a cross-country journey to explore how people of
diverse heritages are preserving their culinary traditions and transforming American local cuisine. Lidia
immerses herself in the customs of small towns and takes what she learns as inspiration to create a
magnificent celebratory meal.
Most Expensivest
Rapper 2 Chainz uncovers all of the extravagant ways the 1% enjoys blowing its cash -- popping bottles
and breaking bank accounts from Los Angeles to Miami in his ongoing journey to discover the best (and
worst) that money can buy.
My Next Guest Needs No Introduction With David Letterman
David Letterman teams up with fascinating global figures for in-depth interviews and curiosity-fueled
excursions. This season, Dave welcomes Kanye West, Ellen DeGeneres, Tiffany Haddish, Melinda Gates
and Lewis Hamilton for a fresh crop of interviews.
2018 NBC Primetime Preview Show
Hosted by the cast of Brooklyn 99, The 2018 NBC Primetime Preview Show highlights NBC’s three new
shows and the entire slate of returning shows including Sunday Night Football. In Brooklyn 99 style, the
cast takes viewers through the NBC line-up as they tour the backlot of NBCUniversal Studios.

No Passport Required
Hosted by renowned chef Marcus Samuelsson, No Passport Required is a new six-part eater series that
takes viewers on an inspiring journey across the U.S. to explore and celebrate the wide-ranging diversity
of immigrant traditions and cuisine woven into American food and culture.
Oprah Winfrey Presents: Becoming Michelle Obama
Oprah and Michelle Obama sit down for an in-depth conversation about the former first lady's muchanticipated upcoming memoir, Becoming, at Hearst Tower in New York City.
Penn & Teller Teach The Art Of Magic
MasterClass, the online education company that enables anyone to learn from the best in the world,
offered its first class on the art of magic hosted by legendary magicians, Penn & Teller, available
exclusively through its platform.
Pod Save America
POD Save America, hosted by former Obama aides Jon Favreau, Jon Lovett, Dan Pfeiffer and Tommy
Vietor, break down the week’s news and help Americans figure out what matters and how to make a
difference in these turbulent political times.
The Redemption Project Wth Van Jones
Offering a rare glimpse into the restorative justice process, each episode of The Redemption Project
with Van Jones follows the victim, or surviving family members, of a life-altering crime as they journey
to meet face-to-face with their offender in the hopes of finding answers or some sense of healing.
Salt Fat Acid Heat
Chef and food writer Samin Nosrat travels the world to explore four basic keys to wonderful cooking,
serving up feasts and helpful tips along the way. Inspired by Nosrat's best-selling book of the same
name, this series features excursions to Italy, Japan and Mexico.
7 Days Out
Witness the excitement and drama behind the scenes in the seven days leading up to major live events
in the worlds of sports, fashion, space and food.
Smart Justice: The Jayme Closs Case
Smart Justice: The Jayme Closs Case features Elizabeth Smart’s exclusive interviews with key players in
Jayme Closs’s harrowing case and incredible rescue. Also, for the very first time, Elizabeth brings
together six other well-known victims of abduction to help provide valuable insight to Jayme’s story.
StarTalk With Neil deGrasse Tyson
Host Neil deGrasse Tyson brings together celebrities and scientists to explore the cosmic collision of pop
culture and science. Guests ranging from Anthony Bourdain to Al Gore to George R.R. Martin discuss
topics ranging from science fiction, space travel, extraterrestrial life and the Big Bang to the future of
Earth.

The Story Of God With Morgan Freeman
The Story Of God With Morgan Freeman explores the impact of religion on the human journey by
examining the aspects of faith–or lack thereof–that shape us. With Morgan Freeman as a guide,
audiences are transported to the world’s holiest sites to investigate the similarities of religious
principles across faiths.
Surviving R. Kelly
In this documentary series, women emerge to share their stories. R.Kelly’s music career was riddled
with rumors of abuse, predatory behavior, and pedophilia. Despite damning evidence, none of the
accusations affected him. For the first time, survivors come forward with new allegations about his
sexual, mental, and physical abuse.
Talking Dead
A live aftershow for discussion of two series, The Walking Dead and Fear the Walking Dead. It airs
immediately following the broadcast of new episodes and features host Chris Hardwick spending time
with fans, actors, producers and TV enthusiasts, recapping the episode, providing sneak peeks
discussing upcoming episodes.
10 That Changed America
A whirlwind tour of places where American history was made: from the monuments that mark our
battles, to the streets that connect our cities, to the modern marvels that make our civilization
possible.
This Giant Beast That Is The Global Economy
An exploration of the global economy. Each episode features host Kal Penn as he answers questions like:
How can I launder a bag of dirty cash? How afraid should I be of a rubber apocalypse? And is it easier for
dicks to get rich?
This Is Life With Lisa Ling
In season five, Lisa Ling examines gender fluidity, screen addiction, the crystal meth epidemic in
Oklahoma, mediums in Lily Dale, New York, fathers dealing with custody battles after divorce, children
of notorious killers, and animal super-fans called “furries.”
Trigger Warning With Killer Mike
In this series, rapper and activist Killer Mike puts his revolutionary ideas about achieving social change
into action.
Vice
A weekly series offering a fresh take on the most pressing human rights issues facing humanity today.
Correspondents travel the world reporting on news stories that are shaping the future.
Vintage America With Ginger
Come along with Ginger Pauley, The Vintage Girl, as she explores what life was like in America from
1900-1970, and how people are enjoying the vintage lifestyle today.

Wyatt Cenac's Problem Areas
Wyatt Cenac’s Problem Areas is a comedic docu-series that devotes an entire season to a single
problem in society. Season two focuses on education in America. Over ten episodes, Wyatt visits ten
cities to examine the crucial but less-explored factors that contribute to a quality or failed education for
students.
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Outstanding Structured Reality Program
Antiques Roadshow
Antiques Roadshow transports audiences across the country to search for America’s true hidden
treasure: the stories of our collective history. Join leading antiques specialists as they reveal the
captivating truths about family heirlooms and attic discoveries, and for the first season ever visit
entirely distinctive, historic venues—indoors and out.
Bar Rescue
In each episode, Jon Taffer helps transform a struggling bar into a vibrant, profitable business, utilizing
his expertise as a nightlife consultant who has started, flipped or owned more than 600 bars and clubs,
Taffer delves into every facet of the business.
Best Of The Worst
Mike, Jay, Rich and the rest of the Red Letter Media crew brave some of the worst movies ever created
by man
The Carbonaro Effect
In each episode of The Carbonaro Effect, comedian and prankster Michael Carbonaro bewilders
unsuspecting members of the general public with hilarious, mind-blowing magic. Michael’s bewildering
illusions leave fans both scratching their head and rolling with laughter.
Dating Around
In each episode of flirtations and fails, one real-life single navigates five blind dates. The mission: Find
one match worthy of a second date.
Death By Magic
Magician Drummond Money-Coutts travels the globe, sharing his infectious love of his craft and
attempting feats that proved fatal to other magicians.
Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
Guy Fieri has traveled all over looking for the best diners, drive-ins and dives, highlighting great
restaurants that have been doing it right for decades. From tried-and-true favorites, to updated twists
on classics, Guy gives viewers a roadmap to great food finds and a spotlight for the people creating
them.
Disney's Fairytale Weddings: Holiday Magic
Disney’s Fairy Tale Weddings: Holiday Magic is back with an all-new installment again hosted by
Stephen “tWitch” Boss and Allison Holker. This year’s stunning and romantic weddings at Walt Disney
World Resort will feature a spectacular “Mary Poppins Returns” theme and a special performance by
country music superstar Martina McBride.
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Sandra Lee is a dermatological surgeon. Many of her patients have suffered for years, unable or
unwilling to find treatment for their cysts, fatty tumors, and complex dermatological issues. Dr. Lee
uses her skill and lovable bedside manner to make dramatic life changes for those who need her help.

Drop The Mic
Drop the Mic is based on the popular segment from The Late Late Show with James Corden. Hosted by
Method Man and Hailey Bieber, the competition show features celebrities from entertainment, music,
sports and pop culture against each other in a jaw-dropping rap battle.
Family Or Fiance
Engaged couples, under the guidance of a relationship coach, bring their disapproving families together
for three days under one roof. The couples’ motive is to positively change the way their families feel
about their partners and ultimately earn their blessing and support for their desire to marry.
Fix My Brand With Ali Craig
Entrepreneurs are changing the face of business. But let’s get real, working double the hours than a
corporate employee and making less than $50k a year - isn’t what we call “making bank.” Fix My Brand
With Ali Craig® is changing all of that.
Flip Or Flop
Real estate and house flipping experts Christina Anstead and Tarek El Moussa buy dilapidated houses in
Southern California, transform them into beautifully renovated homes and flip them for profit. Tackling
more than house flipping, Tarek and Christina must maneuver through their new relationship status as
exes who remain business partners.
Garage Squad
The Garage Squad rescues weekend mechanics who perhaps lack the time, resources or simple knowhow to get their cherished project vehicles road-worthy again.
Get A Room With Carson & Thom
Former “Queer Eye” favorites Carson Kressley and Thom Filicia have joined forces to form a dynamic
design duo on Get a Room with Carson & Thom. Each episode will feature two clients looking to
transform a space, with some having big budgets and some small.
The Grand Tour
Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are back to rampage around the world driving
muscle cars, Italian classics, hot hatchbacks, luxury bargains, pick-up trucks, photography platforms,
grand tourers, motorised suitcases, astronauts’ cars and more. Truly something for everyone (who likes
middle aged men doing things that usually involve cars).
Haunted
Real people sit down with friends and family to share terrifying true stories from their past, re-created
through chilling re-enactments.
Hoarders
Hoarders depicts the real-life struggles and treatment of people who suffer from compulsive hoarding
disorder.
Hollywood Medium With Tyler Henry
Hollywood Medium with Tyler Henry delivers astounding readings of superstars looking for advice,
connection, healing, and closure.

Home Town
Small town life in Laurel, Mississippi—from the bustling downtown to the idyllic tree-lined streets with
beautiful old homes—inspires Ben and Erin Napier in their home renovation series, Home Town. The
husband-wife duo use their artistic vision and genuine passion for restoration to turn worn properties
into treasured showplaces for families.
Impractical Jokers
Four comedians and lifelong friends compete to embarrass each other with a series of hilarious and
outrageous dares. When Sal, Murr, Joe, and Q challenge each other, they have to do it. If they refuse,
they lose. Each episode, the biggest loser endures a punishment of epic proportions.
Iyanla: Fix My Life
Iyanla Vanzant, author, inspirational speaker, talk show host and living testament to the value in life's
valleys and the power of acting on faith, goes behind closed doors and deep inside people's lives for
emotional, riveting conversations.
Lip Sync Battle
It's a Fab Five-way LSB throwdown as "Queer Eye" guys Karamo Brown and Jonathan Van Ness battle
costars Antoni Porowski, Tan France and Bobby Berk for the championship belt.
Lip Sync Battle Shorties
In Lip Sync Battle Shorties, three real kids will sync their hearts out and the only limit is their
imagination.
Live PD
Hosted by Dan Abrams with analysis from Tom Morris Jr. and Sgt. Sean ‘Sticks’ Larkin, Live PD
showcases the policing of America. The series follows diverse police departments from across the
country in real time as they patrol their communities on a typical Friday and Saturday night.
Married At First Sight
A group of singles agree to be paired up by a panel of experts using scientific matchmaking, and get
legally married to a stranger the moment they first meet, at the altar. After spending several weeks
together, each couple must decide whether to remain together or get divorced.
Masters Of Illusion
Hosted by actor Dean Cain (Supergirl, Lois & Clark: The New Adventures of Superman), Masters of
Illusions showcases great escapes, fascinating sleight of hand and large scale illusions, all in front of a
studio audience.
My 600-lb Life: Where Are They Now
Equally heartbreaking and inspiring, this series follows former morbidly obese individuals who
confronted addiction and past trauma to lose what kept them from truly living. These survivors have
been granted a new chance and experience both victories and set backs as they seek to push their
boundaries.

MythBusters Jr.
MythBuster Adam Savage teams up with six of the nation’s leading young ‘makers’, robotics wizzes,
builders, and inventors, all under the age of 16, who show off their amazing ingenuity and STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math) skills.
Pick, Flip & Drive
A highly interactive unscripted series that follows auto-expert Jim Eli and his family as they buy and
restore classic American cars, which are ceremoniously revealed at the end of each episode and posted
live on Facebook Marketplace allowing viewers to buy the car as seen in the show.
The Profit
The Profit follows serial entrepreneur and investor Marcus Lemonis, who puts his own money on the line
to help save and grow struggling businesses across the country.
Property Brothers
Property Brothers stars licensed contractor Jonathan Scott and seasoned real estate agent Drew Scott –
best known for their expertise, laser focus and high energy – as they combine their skills to help
families find, buy and transform a house into their dream abode.
Queer Eye
Grab some tissues! The Fab Five serve up hip tips, emotionally charged makeovers and heartfelt reveals
that bring out all the feels.
Restored By The Fords
Siblings Leanne and Steve Ford transform tired Pittsburgh-area homes into works of art. Leanne, an
interior designer, creates a new look and floor plan with unique custom designs for each home, while her
brother Steve, a licensed contractor and renovator, executes her vision to maximize charm and
functionality.
Shark Tank
Shark Tank, the critically acclaimed business-themed reality show that has reinvigorated
entrepreneurship in America, celebrates its tenth season. Featuring a panel of Sharks–tough, self-made
tycoons—Shark Tank has become a culturally defining series and inspires a nation to dream bigger
60 Days In
Sheriff Lamb selected seven innocent people to go undercover for a deep-dive into the inner workings of
the Pinal County Detention Center. Each with different perspectives on the criminal justice system, they
go behind bars to uncover intel on gangs, drugs and operational issues within the facility to evoke
change.
Snapped
The series profiles the fascinating cases of women accused of murder. From socialites to secretaries,
female killers share one thing in common: at some point, they all snapped.

T-Pain's School Of Business
First, he mastered hip-hop. Now T-Pain takes us into the world of young disruptors, revealing the most
innovative and exciting players in the entrepreneurial game. Quirky dreamers and passionate doers
meet their biggest cheerleader. T-Pain.
Temptation Island
Temptation Island follows four unmarried couples at a crossroads in their relationship. Each must decide
whether to commit to each other or ultimately give in to the temptation – a decision that could change
the course of their life forever.
Tidying Up With Marie Kondo
In a series of inspiring home makeovers, world-renowned tidying expert Marie Kondo helps clients clear
out the clutter -- and choose joy.
Uncensored
The hit auto-biographical series Uncensored explores the lives of your favorite celebrities as they reveal
secrets to their success, obstacles they've faced, and how they manage this new world of social media
that has helped, but sometimes haunted their careers.
Who Do You Think You Are?
From the roots of the deep south to Scottish castles, Who Do You Think You Are? follows the emotional
journeys of some of the most well-known names in popular culture as they discover unknown details
about themselves and their families.
Windy City Rehab
High-risk investments, messy renovations and big pay-offs are the name of the game for real estate
developer Alison Victoria. Armed with sharp business savvy and a hometown advantage, the skilled
designer gambles on Chicago’s oldest fixer-uppers despite their challenges, including costly structural
damage, permit delays and failed inspections.
WWE Monday Night Raw
With over 25 years of action and excitement, Monday Night RAW holds the distinct honor of being the
longest running episodic television show in history. RAW boasts an ongoing legacy of controversial
moments and incredible battles that make it the premiere destination for the WWE Universe!
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Outstanding Unstructured Reality Program
Alaska: The Last Frontier
For more than 80 years, Yule Kilcher’s homestead legacy has survived in the Alaskan wilderness on
perseverance and commitment of his family. Now, with spring around the corner, the family is pushing
into new frontiers, venturing out further than ever before with all new homesteading traditions and
ingenuity.
The American Farm
As spring arrives, hard-working family farms across the United States gamble everything they have,
fighting to stay in business, and stay together. The real-life struggle of men and women who put food on
our tables begins each year by going deep in debt on new land, equipment and livestock.
Bachelor In Paradise
Season 5 begins with the cast, comprised of America’s favorite Bachelor contestants, arriving on the
shores of Playa Escondida in Sayulita, Mexico. While the search for love begins on the first date, drama
follows suit as a contestant’s wild behavior forces them to leave the show on the first night.
Below Deck
The Stud of the Sea, Captain Lee, and his most trusted chief stewardess, Kate Chastain, are back for
another season of above-deck demands and below-deck drama.
Born This Way
“Born This Way” provides an intimate look at a diverse group of young men and women with Down
syndrome as they pursue their passions and lifelong dreams, explore friendships, romantic relationships
and work, all while defying society’s expectations.
Bug Juice
Friendships are tested at Wazi during a zombie invasion, an underground candy trade, the premiere of
the camp play, and an overnight campout.
Chrisley Knows Best
Chrisley Knows Best follows the entertaining lives of outspoken patriarch Todd Chrisley and his overthe-top Southern family, which includes his loving wife Julie, their charming, strong-willed children
Chase, Savannah and Grayson, their granddaughter Chloe and Todd’s beloved mother Nanny Faye.
Crikey! It's The Irwins
Steve Irwin's legacy lives on via his wife, Terri, and children, Bindi & Robert. As passionate wildlife
conservationists, they care for over 1,200 animals daily at the Australia Zoo, its world-class wildlife
hospital, and on expeditions across the globe.
The Curse Of Oak Island
Brothers Rick and Marty Lagina pursue their lifelong dream of solving the 223-year Oak Island mystery.
The Lagina’s and their team of searchers attempt to crack the code that will unearth the treasure
believed to be buried on the small island off the coast of Nova Scotia.

Dancing Queen
Dancing Queen goes inside the world of Justin Johnson-aka Drag Superstar Alyssa Edwards-as he
juggles his dance life, drag life, family life, and love life. The series goes behind the makeup and into the
drag performer’s highly-competitive dance company as he prepares a young class for another season.
Deadliest Catch
A new boat arrives, rumored to know the whereabouts of over a quarter billion dollars in king crab,
leaving the rest of the fleet on the outside wanting in.
Dodo Heroes
Dodo Heroes features inspiring stories of animals in need from around the world, and the compassionate
humans who go to unimaginable lengths to give them hope. Each episode focuses on one inspiring and
moving story, exploring the personalities and emotions of both humans and animals, while highlighting
their unique connection.
Dopesick Nation
Recovering addicts Frankie and Allie take viewers on a personal, street-level journey through Ground
Zero of America's opioid epidemic: South Florida. Their mission: save as many as possible from addiction
and the sometime predatory rehab 'industry.' With their help, some will get well while others, despite
every effort, will fall.
The Employables
The Employables tells the stories of people with autism or Tourette Syndrome as they battle to
overcome unemployment. Each episode follows two jobseekers as they set out to prove to potential
employers that they have the skills to excel in the workplace.
Expedition Unknown: Egypt Live
Live from the middle of the Egyptian desert, inside a great underground tomb complex, a sealed
sarcophagus may contain the identity of a mummy who has remained a mystery for 3000 years.
F*ck That's Delicious
"F*ck, That's Delicious" chronicles the life and eating habits of hip hop's greatest bon vivant, chef and
rapper Action Bronson. With the help of his friends and collaborators Meyhem Lauren and Big Body Bes,
Action shows us that life is to be enjoyed as much as possible.
The First 48 Presents: Homicide Squad Atlanta
“The First 48 Presents: Homicide Squad Atlanta” follows homicide detectives from the Atlanta Police
Department as they unravel the mysteries behind some of the city’s most gruesome and visible crimes.
The series follows detectives working to solve the murder of the “Fallen Angel,” as well as other closeended cases.
Gold Rush
The epic story of American pioneers who put everything on the line in the hunt for millions in
gold. Embedded film crews follow the five month mining season as miners race to get as much gold as
possible - battling the odds to win their piece of the American Dream.

Growing Up Chrisley
Growing Up Chrisley follows Chase and Savannah, children of Todd Chrisley, as they look to prove
themselves as adults outside of the nest. As the brother-sister duo move to Los Angeles to pursue their
dreams, they quickly learn through many hilarious misadventures that adulting is not without its
challenges.
The Hunt For The Trump Tapes With Tom Arnold
Comedian/actor Tom Arnold takes his addled politically charged Twitter feed into real life, using his
many connections to search for the numerous rumored, potentially damaging recordings of Donald
Trump. As Arnold's quixotic search unfolds, the series becomes a funhouse mirror on our current media
and political landscape.
Hustle
26-year-old business wunderkind John Henry meets young entrepreneurs, dives into their business and
pinpoints the issues holding them back. Offering personalized marching orders, Henry also arranges
opportunities that could launch their businesses to the next level...if they can take advantage of them.
I Am Jazz
Twelve years ago, Jazz started her transition, dreaming that one day her inner and outer self would be
in alignment. This season, Jazz’s dream becomes reality as she undergoes gender confirmation surgery.
She also attends her first prom, celebrates her 18th birthday and continues navigating life with her
tight-knit family.
The Incredible Dr. Pol
Dr. Jan Pol has been a practicing veterinarian for more than half his life. Set in Michigan's farm country,
this series follows Dr. Pol and the work done at Pol Veterinary Services. Specializing in farm animals, Dr.
Pol treats horses, pigs, cows, alpacas, goats, chickens and even an occasional reindeer.
Intervention
Intervention profiles people whose uncontrollable addiction has brought them to the brink of
destruction. This season focuses on the journey of those plagued by their opioid addictions, their
families and the city officials who are on the ground fighting to intervene and save the lives of those
affected.
Jailbirds
Life in a cell has its own set of rules. There are friends and foes, lovers and fighters, snitches and toilet
bowl talkers. In Sacramento County Jail, there are Jailbirds...a group of first time offenders and
seasoned veterans who do anything to survive life on the inside.
Jersey Shore Family Vacation: Part 2
A call from home leaves Ronnie worried and everyone else skeptical, and the roommates help Deena
honor her Father’s memory and fight cancer with a fundraiser.
Just Another Immigrant
Romesh Ranganathan, one of the most popular stand-ups in the UK, uproots his entire family and
immigrates to Los Angeles. He books the 6,000-seat Greek Theater…with only three months to sell it out.
Follow the hilariously true-life adventures of this immigrant family and the obstacles of making it in
America.

Keeping Up With The Kardashians
Keeping Up with the Kardashians features the powerhouse family who manage to keep family first even
between their hectic schedules, budding businesses and kids, this close-knit family knows they are
better when they are all together.
Klepper
Jordan attends school with undocumented students, banned from enrolling in colleges in Georgia. At
Freedom U., latinx immigrants secretly attend classes, fighting the state's Board of Regents for their
right to an education. Jordan joins an act of civil disobedience, ending with a mugshot and a new
perspective on privilege.
Life Below Zero
Life Below Zero follows a group of Alaskans as they battle for basic necessities in the state with the
lowest population. Living at the ends of the loneliest roads and subsisting off the rugged Alaskan bush,
they battle whiteout snowstorms, man-eating carnivores, and limited resources through long and bitter
winters.
Love After Lockup
Couples finally meet their felon fiancé upon prison release & face shocking “firsts,” fights, & family
drama. Will their love survive after lockup on the rocky road to the altar? Is it true love or just a con?
Magic For Humans
From baffling people on the street to orchestrating elaborate tricks, Justin Willman blends good-natured
magic with grown-up laughs.
Many Sides of Jane
This docu-series is the first of its kind to showcase Dissociative Identity Disorder in such an intimate
light. Cameras follow the journey of Jane, a 28-year-old mother of two, with over nine distinct identities
as she comes to terms with past abuses and learns to co-exist with her many parts.
Mexican Dynasties
Three dynasty families living in Mexico City have been connected to each other through a string of
personal and professional relationships for decades. These families challenge stereotypes and showcase
their over-the-top lifestyles, using humor and their hearts to overcome obstacles in their lives.
Million Dollar Listing Los Angeles
Powerhouse agents Josh Flagg, Josh Altman, Tracy Tutor, James Harris and David Parnes continue to
navigate huge deals, huge homes and huge egos in one of the hottest real estate markets in the world.
Miz & Mrs
Miz & Mrs. is a docuseries chronicling the lives of WWE Superstars and married couple, The Miz and
Maryse. The half-hour series features the pair, known for being larger than life both in and out of the
ring, as they take on the challenges of parenthood.

My 600-lb Life
Equally heartbreaking and inspiring, this series documents the morbidly obese confronting addiction
and past trauma to lose what keeps them from truly living. Labeled as hopeless by the medical
establishment, they're granted a last chance for transformation that may cost them everything, but
each victory proves redemption is alway possible.
Naked And Afraid
The ultimate primal survival challenge where strangers come together and discover if they have the
mental strength and skills to survive alone in the wilderness with no food, water or clothes for 21 days.
Nightwatch Nation
Nightwatch Nation follows EMTs in Yonkers, New York, Austin, Texas, Tucson, Arizona and Baton Rouge,
Louisiana as these real-life heroes risk their lives to work the busiest and most unnerving shift of the
day, the overnight.
90 Day Fiancé
Americans and their foreign lovers have 90 days to meet the family, book a venue and say their vows to
live happily ever after. Using the special K-1 “fiancé” visa, the couples are required to get married within
90 days – or be forced to return to their home countries.
Ozzy And Jack's World Detour
Rock-legend Ozzy Osbourne hits the road with his kids Jack and Kelly Osbourne in “Ozzy & Jack’s World
Detour,” for another epic family road trip across the country. With three Osbourne’s together on the
road for the first time in decades, anything can happen.
Pit Bulls & Parolees
Pit Bulls & Parolees documents the mission of Villalobos Rescue Center, one of the country’s largest
animal rescues, and its owner Tia Maria Torres. Tia, her four kids and their spouses, manage a staff of
parolees and workers as they rescue, rehabilitate and re¬home the stray dogs of Southeast Louisiana.
The Real Housewives Of New York City
“The Real Housewives of New York City” returns for an epic 10th season of humor, healing, and
heartbreaks, with Bethenny Frankel, Dorinda Medley, Luann de Lesseps, Ramona Singer, Sonja Morgan,
Tinsley Mortimer, and friend Barbara Kavovit redefining their lives while building new friendships and
frenemies.
Returning The Favor
Follow host Mike Rowe as he travels the country in search of remarkable people making a difference in
their communities. Returning the Favor gives back to those who pay it forward with humor, heart and
surprise. Because one good turn deserves another.
Ride With Norman Reedus
The Walking Dead star and motorcycle enthusiast Norman Reedus hits the road exploring different
cultures and experiencing the best scenery, food, and local activities in the US and the world. Reedus
and a riding companion journey across unknown terrain experiencing cultures surrounding them…with
plenty of unplanned detours and tire changes.

RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked
“RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked” gives viewers an uncensored, behind-the-scenes look at each episode of
the main competition. Cameras reveal conversations not seen on the main show as the queens
anxiously wait to learn their fate and who will need to lip sync for their life to avoid the week’s
elimination.
Slutever
With a female-driven, sex-positive perspective, Karley Sciortino embarks on funny and fearless
explorations into sex, relationships, and intimacy in the modern world. Through it all, the show accents
the humor and humanity in people and practices that are all-too-often stigmatized by outdated ideas.
Somebody Feed Phil
"Everybody Loves Raymond" creator Phil Rosenthal travels the globe to take in the local cuisine and
culture of Venice, Buenos Aries, Cape Town and more.
Total Bellas
Total Bellas follows WWE Superstar Nikki Bella as she embraces changes in her life, the Bella Twins’ road
to WWE’s Evolution and Bri Bella and Daniel Bryan as they make a decision on expanding their family.
Total Divas
WWE Superstars Brie Bella®, Nikki Bella®, Naomi (Trinity), Natalya (Nattie), Lana, Nia Jax and Paige
are part of a season that promises career highs and personal lows, buoyed by life-long friendships that
help them weather the storm.
United Shades Of America With W. Kamau Bell
Kamau visits Jackson, MS to explore the divisive world of reproductive rights and reproductive justice
including abortion, sex education, and women’s health.
Vanderpump Rules
Restaurateur Lisa Vanderpump must keep her staff in check as they deal with divorce, new marriage,
break-ups, bitter feuds and cheating scandals.
Very Cavallari
With music city as its backdrop, “Very Cavallari” continues to give fans an exclusive look inside the life
of celebrity entrepreneur, reality superstar, and lifestyle tastemaker, Kristin Cavallari, as she juggles
her roles as boss, businesswoman, wife, mom, and friend.
Wahlburgers
“Wahlburgers” examines the high stakes business world of Mark, Donnie and Paul Wahlberg’s restaurant
chain. With the help of Alma who always reminds the brothers to stay true to their humble beginnings,
they try to work it all out as they propel themselves into hundreds of locations and untapped markets.
We're The Campbells
We're The Campbells gives viewers an intimate glimpse into the lives of Gospel entertainment power
couple Warryn and Erica Campbell, as they tackle the everyday struggles that come with balancing
family and work, nurturing their marriage, building their individual careers, and fostering their faith; all
while raising their three children.
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Outstanding Competition Program
Alone
Separated by miles and completely isolated, ten men and women survivalists attempt the boldest
survival experiment – facing brutal conditions in one of the most punishing environments. No camera
crew. No gimmicks. The stakes are high to succeed with only a small rucksack of tools and $500,000 on
the line.
The Amazing Race
The Amazing Race makes a first ever trip to Uganda, where a massive market causes confusion and a
labor intensive challenge on the shores of Lake Victoria exhausts teams before they battle in a Ugandan
themed head-to-head competition ending in elimination.
America's Funniest Home Videos
The show that invented the viral video provides hilarious real-life blunders that fly by at a dizzying pace.
The funniest videos of the night compete for a cash prize. "AFV" continues to be a Sunday-night
tradition for millions of families from coast to coast.
America's Got Talent: The Champions
First-ever Got Talent global brand extension, America’s Got Talent: The Champions, brought together
the most talented and memorable acts from past seasons of AGT and Got Talent series from around the
world. All-star acts of former winners and finalists competed with hopes of claiming the ultimate title of
World Champion.
American Beauty Star
Hosted by international model Ashley Graham, American Beauty Star features hair and makeup artists
who compete in challenges, from creating high-end editorial looks to runway-ready beauty trends.
Judges determine their fate in each episode, concluding in a live finale where viewers decide who will be
the next American Beauty Star.
American Idol
American Idol returns to television for season 2, with a star-studded season full of talent from all
genres. With hopefuls auditioning from all over the country, all-star judges Katy Perry, Lionel Richie &
Luke Bryan continue to search for the next American Idol.
American Ninja Warrior
American Ninja Warrior brings together men and women from all across the country, and follows them
as they try to conquer the world’s toughest obstacle courses.
The Bachelor
Colton Underwood made a play for The Bachelorette’s Becca Kufrin’s heart but was sadly sent home. On
Bachelor in Paradise, he found closure, clarity, and an unwavering desire to find the woman of his
dreams. Colton is ready for another shot at love on the 23rd season of The Bachelor.

BattleBots
BattleBots features the biggest, baddest, strongest, and fastest next-generation robots from all over
the world as they duke it out for supremacy in the rapidly exploding world of Robot Combat Sports.
BattleBots highlights the design and build of each robot, bot builder backstories, and their pursuit of
the BattleBots championship.
Beat Bobby Flay
Skilled chefs compete for the opportunity to cook against culinary master Bobby Flay in Beat Bobby
Flay. The action starts with two talented cooks going head- to-head in a culinary battle, and the winner
proceeds to round two for the ultimate food face-off against the famed chef.
Beat Shazam
Inspired by the music-identification app, Beat Shazam features teams of players racing the clock to
identify hit songs. The team with the best score then goes up against Shazam for the chance to win a
cash prize.
Big Brother
BIG BROTHER follows a group of people living together in a house outfitted with dozens of highdefinition cameras and microphones recording their every move, 24 hours a day. Each week, the
Houseguests will vote someone out of the house. The last remaining Houseguest will receive the grand
prize of $500,000.
Bong Appétit: Cook Off
The James Beard Award-nominated cannabis culinary show returns with a competitive format, taking its
edibles to the next level with new host Cypress Hill's B Real, returning expert Vanessa Lavorato and
Chef Miguel Trinidad. Each episode features three chefs facing off to make the best weed-infused cuisine
for celebrity guests.
Cash Cab
It's the 30th Anniversary of Shark Week in the Cash Cab! See what happens when Ben tests the nautical
knowledge of a group of Sailors, Best Friends and a family of three as they try their luck in the Cash
Cab.
Castaways
Castaways tests the human need for companionship. Each individual is stranded on a deserted island,
unaware of how many others are out there or when rescue may arrive. The series flashes back to the
real lives of each participant demonstrating haunting parallels to the lives they left behind.
Celebrity Family Feud
Celebrity Family Feud’s Steve Harvey, the highly popular game show host, pits celebrities and their
families against each other in a contest to name the most popular responses to a survey-type question
posed to 100 people. The celebrity teams competing include Sherri Shepherd, Ian Ziering, Tommy Chong
& Derek Fisher.
The Challenge: War Of The Worlds
Epic Challenge legends meet up with eager Prospects from around the world to take on the most
grueling season of The Challenge yet: a post-apocalyptic themed battle, where players must compete in
daring challenges and brutal eliminations for a life-changing one-million-dollar prize.

Chopped
Chopped is a cooking competition show that is all about skill, speed and ingenuity where four up-andcoming chefs compete before three expert judges and take everyday items and turn them into an
extraordinary three-course-meal. Course by course, the chefs will be chopped from the competition until
one winner remains.
The Contender
The Contender follows 16 promising professional boxers who have come to Los Angeles to compete in an
elimination tournament, with the final 2 facing off in Las Vegas for a $250,000 grand prize.
Dancing With The Stars
A reality dance competition program where professional dancers are paired with celebrities and
challenged to learn and perform new ballroom dances each week. Judges score and viewers vote
determine who stays and who goes. With a crew of 350+, and two live shows a week at times, anything
can happen!
Dancing With The Stars: Juniors
The nine remaining celebrity kids transform into some of the most magical Disney characters from their
favorite Disney films, with each couple performing to songs from beloved Disney classics. At the end of
the night, there will be an elimination.
Deal Or No Deal
The all-new “Deal or No Deal” with Howie Mandel returns after 10 years to deliver more high-pressure
games of risk and reward. Contestants make high-stakes decisions to take or reject offers of lifechanging money from 26 sealed briefcases – ranging from a penny to $1 million.
Double Dare
Teams compete for a series of prizes by answering brain-bending trivia, completing messy physical
challenges, and conquering the legendary final obstacle course.
Ellen's Game Of Games
Ellen DeGeneres’s hilarious game show puts contestants through a variety of supersized games. Then,
the winners compete on the biggest game on TV to possibly play for $100,000.
The Final Table
Teams of elite chefs vie to impress the world's toughest palates as they whip up iconic dishes from nine
nations in this star-packed competition.
Forged In Fire
An original competition series hosted by weapons expert and U.S. Army and Air Force veteran Wil
Willis, featuring world-class bladesmiths competing to create history’s most iconic edged weapons. Four
bladesmiths come together to put their skill and reputations on the line, trying to avoid elimination and
win the $10,000 prize.

Hell's Kitchen
For its eighteenth season, HELL’S KITCHEN returns with a twist: pitting veteran contestants against
rookies. For the first time in HELL’S KITCHEN history, eight accomplished chefs who have competed in
previous seasons – and lost – will be brought back for a shot at redemption.
Hollywood Game Night
In a special “Red Nose Day” edition of “Hollywood Game Night,” Hollywood’s biggest stars will unite for a
cause, testing their pop culture prowess and raising money for children in need.
The $100,000 Pyramid
Actress and comedian Leslie Jones competes against actress Julie Bowen. In game two, actress Debra
Messing faces off with actor-comedian Mario Cantone with hopes of making it to the winner's circle and
the ultimate prize of $100,000.
Ink Master
Teams of male and female tattoo artists battle it out, but only one person will take home $100,000 and
the coveted title of Ink Master.
Making It
Amy Poehler and Nick Offerman reunite for a unique competition that celebrates the hugely popular DIY
make movement that’s taken the country by storm, by bringing together eight of the best craftspeople
from across the country to compete in one-of-a-kind challenges in hopes to be crowned “Master Maker.”
The Masked Singer
Host Nick Cannon joins panelists Ken Jeong, Jenny McCarthy, Nicole Scherzinger, Robin Thicke and
guest panelist J.B. Smoove as the final six celebrities perform. Between the 12 celebrity competitors,
they’ve amassed 65 Grammy nominations, 16 multi-Platinum albums, 16 Emmy nominations, nine
Broadway shows, and four Super Bowl titles.
MasterChef Junior
MASTERCHEF JUNIOR gives talented kids between the ages of 8 and 13 the chance to showcase their
culinary abilities and passion for food through a series of challenges. One talented junior homecook will
be named America’s newest MASTERCHEF JUNIOR, and take home the MASTERCHEF JUNIOR trophy and
$100,000 grand prize.
Match Game
Hosted by Alec Baldwin, Match Game is an hour of bawdy and irreverent fun! Each week, four
contestants vie for the chance to win $25,000, as they attempt to match the answers of six celebrities
in a game of fill-in-the-missing-blank.
Mental Samurai
MENTAL SAMURAI is the first-ever obstacle course for the mind. Hosted by Rob Lowe, this thrilling new
competition pushes every aspect of human intelligence and mental agility. People from all walks of life
compete in the game that anyone can play, but very few can win.

Million Dollar Mile
Contestants compete to win $1,000,000 by running the MILLION DOLLAR MILE, all while being chased by
an elite athlete charged with protecting the money. Tim Tebow, former NFL quarterback, hosts. Matt
“Money” Smith, voice of the L.A. Chargers play-by-play, and Maria Taylor, ESPN host and reporter, serve
as commentators.
Nailed It!
Home bakers with a terrible track record take a crack at re-creating edible masterpieces for a $10,000
prize. It's part reality contest, part hot mess.
Penn & Teller: Fool Us
PENN & TELLER: FOOL US is a one-hour magic competition series featuring the legendary duo Penn &
Teller. Magicians perform their best trick in front of a live studio audience to try and fool the famous
team. Winners get to perform with Penn & Teller in their Las Vegas show.
Project Runway
As the fashion industry evolves, so does our runway with a new design aesthetic and judging panel.
Project Runway has tapped supermodel and entrepreneur Karlie Kloss along with former “Project
Runway” champion and celebrated CFDA fashion designer Christian Siriano as the hosts for the newly
rebooted Emmy Award-winning franchise.
Project Runway All Stars
Talented fashion designers from the Project Runway franchise return to the catwalk and compete in a
series of design challenges in hopes of getting a second chance at runway gold.
Real Country
REAL COUNTRY is a country music showcase series featuring trailblazer Shania Twain; singer-songwriter
Jake Owen; and legend Travis Tritt. In each episode, Twain, Owen and Tritt hand-select emerging artists
to perform and compete in showcases that spotlight rich traditions and themes of the genre.
RuPaul's Drag Race
The 11th season of “RuPaul’s Drag Race” is the most fashionable, fearless and jaw-dropping spectacle in
“Drag Race” herstory. In the premiere, Miley Cyrus goes undercover in the workroom to spy on the new
cast of queens.
Snoop Dogg Presents The Joker's Wild
Michael Strahan takes a ride on the “Sole Train,” New England Patriot Julian Edelman and Snoop discuss
“gym and Jews,” Hannibal Buress gets “botanical.” A dog walker and a workers’ comp analyst find
“common bonds” as they compete for a chance to play for $50,000 on Snoop’s big-ass slot machine.
So You Think You Can Dance
In its 15th season, this series continued to be a spectacular showcase for dance. In one of the most
intense competitions the show has ever seen, the title of America’s Favorite Dancer was won by
Hannahlei Cabanilla.

Sugar Rush
Time's the most important ingredient as teams race against the clock -- and each other -- to bake up
the best-tasting sweets.
Survivor
The 37th season of Survivor sees 20 new cast members split into two tribes. The David's - the
underdogs in life and the Goliath's the top dogs in life. Faced with gruelling challenges and sister game
play by fellow tribe mates, only one can be crowned Sole Survivor.
The Titan Games
The competition continues with competitors pushing their bodies to the limit by battling opponents in
unforgiving head-to-head challenges, designed by Dwayne Johnson.
To Tell The Truth
Hosted by Anthony Anderson, To Tell the Truth is a funny re-imagination of the game show first airing in
1956. Mel Brooks, Joel McHale, Bill Hader and Natasha Leggero make up the celebrity panel tasked with
guessing who is sworn to tell the truth & who may be deceiving them.
Top Chef
Top Chef follows 15 new talented chefs as they compete for the sought-after title amid the unique
culinary scenes in Louisville, Lexington and Lake Cumberland. Hosts Padma Lakshmi and Tom Colicchio
return to the judges table, alongside Gail Simmons and Graham Elliot.
Truck Night In America
Truck owners compete in a series of grueling challenges testing their craftsmanship and driving ability.
Helping along the way are four experts: Pete Sohren, Glen Plake, Abe Wine and Rob Park. Five trucks
enter, but only one can win, driving away with $10,000 and the title of Truck Night Champion.
The Voice
The Voice returns with the strongest vocalists from across the country invited to compete in the
blockbuster vocal competition show. John Legend makes his coaching debut. Coming off last season's
win – Kelly Clarkson returns alongside veterans Adam Levine, Blake Shelton, and host Carson Daly.
World Of Dance
Divisional Final. The top three acts from each division (12 acts total) will compete for a spot in the
“World Final,” with judges Jennifer Lopez, Derek Hough, NE-YO and host/mentor Jenna Dewan.
The World's Best
James Corden hosts the global talent competition series, THE WORLD’S BEST, as elite acts from around
the globe perform before American judges Drew Barrymore, RuPaul Charles and Faith Hill, as well as a
panel of 50 renowned experts from 38 countries known as the “wall of the world.”
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